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Abstract This thesis which is entitled “Ethnic conflict in When Mountains Weep & Love in a Torn Land” discusses ethnic conflict that is considered a major issue in the Middle East which has caused agony to certain groups of people and nations in the Middle East, mostly Kurds who are the biggest nation without a nation state. They have been under suppression and discrimination under the successive regimes of Iraq for more than half a century. The study focuses on ethnic conflict and its results due to the conditions the Kurds went through. This is because two novels are chosen and analyzed by the researcher. The thesis includes three chapters, Chapter One is an introduction about the Kurds and their struggle in the last century. It is to show how ethnic conflict affected life of the Kurds in Iraq in terms of social, economic, and political influences. Chapter Two is devoted to the first novel, “When Mountains Weep written by Gharbi Mustafa (1968-



), a Kurdish writer who witnessed the most events narrated in the novel. To



the researchers best of knowledge, this is the first time this novel is dealt with in an academic work. Concepts of displacement and identity are discussed in this thesis. Many results show that the Kurds suffered a lot under the successive regimes of Iraq. Chapter Three includes analysis of the second novel (Love in a Torn Land) written by Jean Sasson (1958-



), an American author and novelist who is a woman activist and most of her



writings are on ethnic minorities in the Middle East. Sasson narrates the story of a female freedom fighter who faces difficulties in life because of her marriage to a Kurdish Peshmarga. There are many images of ethnic and identity problems leading to a constant conflict between the ruling Arabs and the Kurds.



x



Finally, discussed in the thesis are the outcomes of that conflict which start due to the ethnic and cultural differences of the two nations (Arabs and Kurds). The research ends with the conclusion that sums up the findings of the study followed by a list of references consulted.
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Chapter One Introduction 1.1 Who are the Kurds? This background information about the Kurdish history is deemed necessary though we do not research history as the work is on two literary works, which deal with the conditions of the Kurds in the past century; mainly the issue of this nation‟s ethnic background and the conflicts it faced because of nationality. Those conflicts and difficult conditions are mirrored in both literary works written in English. The Kurds, originally Medes “Median tribes first settled the areas between the modern Hamadan and Kirmanshah in southeastern Kurdistan--the very heartland of Media, and an area that came to be called in the Assyrian record, Medaya, in recognition of this settlement” ( Izady, par. 9). , are an ethnic entity populated mainly in the Middle East and the Asian regions in a wide mountainous land. They are the biggest nation without a state on earth, “After so many setbacks, the world‟s largest nation without a state has some room for optimism that history is finally on its side” (Morris). Land of the Kurds have been divided by the supreme powers in early 20th century among almost five countries, Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Syria and the Russia. In the myths of Kurd, a separate entity always existed despite the attempts by the states, which overruled them to deny them a special identity. Turkey, for instance, denied them and called them the mountain Turks depriving them of their language and seeking to assimilate their culture into that of the Turks. In Iran, they are regarded as an integral part of the Iranian nation and culture .In Iraq; they have been oppressed to an extent that the regimes committed genocide against them. Moreover, the word of (Kurd) came to be used as a term of abuse and their enemies called them primitive and nomadic. This nation has been deprived of their initial
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rights including having a state, even the right to citizenship has been denied in some areas. The Kurdish nation is originated from the Medes whose empire had taken hand on the lands for years (Nezan 2-3). Writer John Limbert explains more as the following: The Kurds could have been formed by amalgamations among Iranian and non-Iranian indigenous tribes as the former moved west from the Persian plateau into the Zagros mountains and the anti-Taurus ranges of Turkey. (45) Meanwhile an Iranian Scholar Rashid Yasami gives more historical details about the Kurds saying that “Deio-es”, who originated the Median kingdom, was the same as "Dia'aku" who was reported to be a chief of the Manneans in Assyrian courses at the time of Sargon I (c. 715 B.C.) ( ibid). In the past, there were several Kurdish Kingdoms, which ruled these mountainous areas, situated between the Iranian plateau and the Euphrates. The Medes founded an empire, which, in 612 BC, conquered the powerful Assyria and spread its domination through the whole of Iran as well as central Anatolia. The date 612, is moreover, considered by Kurdish people as the beginning of (Nawroz) the first day Kurdish year (Nezan 3). The Mede‟s ruling power was over around the end of 6th century BC, but their culture was to dominate Iran until the time of Alexander the Great. From this date right until the advent of Islam, the fate of the Kurds was to remain linked to that of the other populations of the empires (ibid 4).



The Kurds have been overruled or oppressed under certain circumstances throughout history for centuries as a nation who lived under the shadow of other cultural
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and religious domination of different nations in the regions; however, the Kurds had their own religion, called (Zoroastrianism), culture, costumes and their own language before. Jamal Nebaz sheds lights on Kurdistan‟s history and divides it into two periods, the pre-Islamic time and that after the advent of Islam. The arrival of Islam in Kurdistan and in Iran in the 7th century was a turning point for the region. In addition, six centuries after that, in the 13th century to be exact – there was another important event, the Mongol-Turkish invasion, occurring throughout Kurdistan down to Baghdad (9-10). Nebaz continues: The Mongol-Turkish invaders, when they came, took over Islam en bloc, and – what is quite important – they took on Arabic and Persian as a religious and ruling means of communication. Apart from there being a new Islamic ruling class, supplied by the ethnic newcomers to the region, in the cultural-religious sense there were no major changes following the Mongol-Turkish invasion. And so, despite the Mongol Turkish invasion, it is reasonable to assume that the cultural-religious development of the Kurds on all levels splits in two segments, the time before the arrival of Islam and the time after that. (9-10) The appearance of Islam led to a dramatic change in the history of many nations living in the lands originally belonged to them; in particular, in the Middle East and West Asia, which swept the civilization and cultures of those nations who would oppose it. The Kurds were among them, and Islam swept all their cultural and religious identity as Kurdish religion Zoroastrian was rooted out by Islam while it had been practiced by the Kurdish nation for centuries. It is clear that one of the identities the Kurdish people is recognized with is Islamic religion because it has been practiced by the Kurdish people from the time they were invaded by the wave of Islam fighters more than a 1000 years ago. Many Kurdish individuals converted to Islam and ignored their
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original religion, while some other religious sects were practiced by certain groups of Kurds for example, Yazidis and Kakayes. However, the Yazidi sect has been eradicated by other religious forces. Most recently in August 2014, a group of terrorists so-called ISIL (Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant) appeared claiming an Islamic state, which conquered the towns and cities where Yazidis are based, killing many and capturing hundreds of them including women and children. They are taken as spoils of war. This happened, not only at the hands of religious believers but even the nationalists who tried many times to eradicate the ethnic entity of the Kurds throughout history. These attempts at eradicating the Yezidis have never been successful as the belief exists up to now and the Yezidis are spread over many countries. Mamkak points this out saying: Despite the fact that many Yezidi Kurds have converted throughout history, either voluntarily or by force, into Judaism, Christianity, and Islam; yet significant numbers of them have kept their belief, They are nowadays spread, in considerable communities, over Iraq, Syria, Turkey, Armenia and Georgia. (1)



About four hundred years ago, a force from the Muslim Arab nation fighters invaded Kurdistan to spread the Islamic religion. Though, the Kurds could fight back in several areas of Kurdistan, many Kurdish communities surrendered, as they could not stop the waves of Muslim Arab invaders, and eventually the majority converted to Islam. Two reasons paved the way for this conversion. First Islam‟s basic principles and ideals had much in common with other pre-Islamic religions including Judaism, Christianity, and the religion prevailing in Kurdistan like Islam. Second, the Kurds also participated in certain areas in the events of the Islamic world, on the one hand, and were engaged in a
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series of insurrections and rebellions, on the other. The Kurds effectively reasserted their independence in different regions of Kurdistan in the 10th century through establishing some strong independent Kingdoms (Nebez 13).



1.1.1 The Kurds as a fragmented nation Kurdistan was divided by the invading supreme powers through the SykesBikot agreement in the early 20th century after the Ottoman Empire collapsed. The change in political arena led to redrawing a new map for the Middle East, and the legacy of the collapsed empire was divided among the state powers. The Kurdish nation was fragmented among almost five newly established states. The states were dominated by other ethnic entities in power, Turks in Turkey, Persians, in Iran, and Arabs, in Iraq & Syria. These nations, each in different forms tried to dissolve the Kurds into a nation state, which was formed by force, Limbert remarks: At present, the Kurds occupy parts of Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Syria and the USSR. As the map shows, the area in which the Kurds predominate is a long area extending roughly northwest to southeast in a band of varying width from central Turkey to western Iran in the Kermanshah and Shahabad regions. (41) The divisions that the Kurdish nation underwent in the past made a huge impact on life-style of the Kurdish individuals. It had negative effects in terms of the psychological status of each person especially those who suffered the most under the superiority of other nations. There are Kurds who suffer from inferiority as this phenomenon reflected in a wide range of individual perspectives due to the duality of identity they were forced to possess.
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1.1.2 Struggle of the Kurds The sufferings that the Kurds saw at the hands of the ruling powers in the region resulted in long-lasting resistance movements, which continued to our day. Kurdish people have been in conflict with the other nations who have been ruling them for decades. Mostly the conflicts resulting from ethnic differences caused the nation to face different atrocities under the rule of successive regimes and at the hands of other ethnic groups. These oppressions led to many revolutions, uprisings, wars and struggles as the nation sacrificed a lot to achieve their rights. However, the Kurds were not united and the internal conflicts disrupted the strength and efforts for achieving their goals. The Kurdish struggle began in early times in order to protect their lands and ethnicity. If one goes back to only a century ago, the Kurds were in desperation and agony; and struggling to free their lands. It is worth mentioning that the conflicts the Kurds had, were not with the surrounding nations in particular Arabs, Persians and Turks but was also with other forces. In the early 20th century when Britain occupied Iraq, a Kurdish movement led by Sheikh Mahmood Haffid fought against the British forces to deny them access to their lands. In the early 1900s, Sheikh Mahmud Barzanji revolted many times against the British Imperialism for the freedom of Kurdistan. Supposedly, Sheikh Mahmud Barzanji refused to shake hands with the British people with bare hands because according to the rumor, Barzanji thought it is forbidden in Islam to touch "dirty" or non-believers. Neither does Islam say such a thing, nor Barzanji did such a disgraceful thing (Akreyi 1). Sicker says:



At the end of the war, a Kurdish government was established at Sulaimanyah in northeastern part of the former vilayat under the leadership of sheikh Mahmud Barzinji, at the outset the Kurdish government briefly accepted a British
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protectorate as a political necessity in the view of the Turkish position with regards to Mosul. However, for reasons that are not entirely clear, Sheikh Mahmud proclaimed Kurdish independence in 19 May 1919, and initiated a hopeless struggle against the British. (85)



The example mentioned above is to show the fact that the Kurds did not challenge the ethnic groups living side by side, but also challenged other foreign forces. In other words, they tried to protect their land and the ethnic identity, which have become under threats of outside forces.



Struggle continued in the past century and resulted in the establishment of the Republic of Mahabad in the Kurdish territory annexed with Iran in the 1940s and, “The first independent Kurdish republic” was in Iran. The “State of Republic of Kurdistan was founded in Mahabad in January 1946” (Abdulla ). In fact, the Kurds have been named as an Iranian ethnic group in many historical sources. The republic was quelled and the leader Qazi Muhamad was executed by the Iranian ruling power at that time.



Other conflicts and revolutions broke out in the Kurdish territory annexed to Iraq. In the 1960s, a revolution against the Iraqi regime began in different areas of Kurdistan. The conflict again was due to the ethnic differences and other oppressions of the Kurds by the central government in Baghdad. There was also another reason why the Kurdish revolution began, as William Nitze points out, “a fierce conflict happened in the mountains of northern Iraq. The Kurdish tribes only with rifles and horses gained a series of military successes against an army supported by heavy artillery and jet fighters” (Nitze 1). The Kurdish revolt was ended up a long series of attempts by the Kurds to
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form autonomous Kurdish state (1). Nitze reiterates the struggle of the Kurds and takes it back to as early as the time of Salahaddin.



The Kurds have a long and varied history. During the Middle Ages twentyeight Kurdish principalities were formed, one led by Salahaddin, the curse of the Crusaders. The Turks, however, subjugated the Kurdish princes, in the thirteenth century and the Kurds remained under Turkish domination until World War I. In 1920, they were promised an independent Kurdistan by the Treaty of Sevres only to be robbed of it by the Treaty of Lousanne in 1923. (2)



The new revolt of the Kurds which broke out in 1961 called Aylul (September) Revolution faced big problem as later civil war between other revolutionists who split from the leadership of the revolution began in 1965. As the result of the civil war, many Kurdish fighters were killed, and a chaos disrupted the efforts and goals the revolution was in task for. The civil war among the Kurdish political parties definitely served the goals and strategies of the government in Baghdad. The conflict intensified especially when an agreement was signed between Iran and Iraq. Baghdad and Tehran governments of the 1970s tried to quell the Kurdish revolutions. On 6



March 1975, Saddam



Hussein met with the Shah of Iran and both had an agreement, known as the Algiers Agreement.



In the 1970s, the central government in Baghdad tried to quell the revolution and indeed succeeded to stop the Kurdish fighters. Hundred thousands of Kurdish fighters put down their weapons and went back home (ibid 4). Standsfield points out the article of the agreement:
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Iran ceasing its support for the Kurdish rebels in Iraq, with Iraq then ceding control of the deepest point of the Shatt al -Arab to Iran in return. Support to the Kurdish rebels was stopped immediately and Iraqi forces launched a major attack against the strongholds of the KDP in the high mountains. On 23 March 1975, the order was issued to abandon the rebellion and to surrender to Iraqi forces. (7) Later in 1975, a new revolution broke out against the Iraqi regime holding the slogan of self-determination for the Kurds by the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan ( PUK). As fighting started again, tensions engulfed the Kurdish territory as many were killed and the regime started brutal campaigns against the Kurds under the leadership of Saddam Hussein. Torture and agonies became a daily ghost for every individual living in the cities and towns of the Kurdish areas; and people were displaced. Moreover, thousands of villages were destroyed and their people were taken to the forced communities living in the worst conditions of life.



1.1.3 The Kurdish Question as a global issue The Kurds are the largest nation on the globe without a state. The Kurdish Question has become a major conflict among the power states of the world nowadays. The world kept silent when the Kurds were being oppressed by the power states because the West viewed the Kurdish Question as an Iraqi internal issue. Those catastrophes the Kurdish nation went through included 5000 victims of innocent people in a chemical bombardment on Halabja town in 1988, burying more than 182000 civilians alive in Iraq‟s southern deserts in the 1980s, mass- exodus in 1991 and other events. All these happened in the Kurdistan annexed to Iraq. These all resulted in wide range supports from the international community to the Kurdish people (Sasson).
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The following chronology briefly sheds light on the key events that the Kurds went through for a century: 1918 The Ottoman Empire is defeated. British forces occupied Iraq, bringing Kurdishpopulated areas under British control. 1918 - Winston Churchill orders the Royal Air Force to drop chemicals on the rebellious Kurds. 1919- Kurdish areas are annexed with the new Iraqi state, which comes under a British mandate. 1920 - The Treaty of Sevres provides for a Kurdish state, subject to the agreement of the League of Nations. 1921 - Faisal I is crowned king of Iraq, including Kurdish areas. 1923 - Sheik Mahmud Barzinji rebels against the new Iraqi government. Sheik Mahmud declares a Kurdish Kingdom. 1923 - The Treaty of Sevres fails to be ratified by the Turkish Parliament. 1924 - a rebellion against the new British-backed Iraqi government, Sulaimaniya falls. 1932 - Barzani leads a rebellion, demanding autonomy for the Kurds. Autonomy is refused. 1943 - Barzani rebels yet again but is more successful, with his Kurdish fighters gaining large areas of territory. 1946 - The Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) is formed by Mustafa Barzani. It is a tribally based Kurdish political party. 1946 - The British Royal Air Force bombs Kurdish forces. Kurdish fighters flee into Iran seeking exile. 1946 - Barzani leaves Iran after the fall of Mahabad Republic, which he supported. He seeks refuge in the Soviet Union.
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1951 - Barzani is elected president of the KDP even though he was in exile in the Soviet Union. 1958 - Barzani returns from exile after the Iraqi monarchy is overthrown. The new Iraqi government is to recognize Kurdish national rights. 1959 The first Baathist coup fails. Saddam Hussein flees to Egypt. 1961- The Iraqi government dissolves the KDP after another Kurdish rebellion. 1963- The Baathist coup succeeds and nine months later, a countercoup overthrows the Baath government. 1968- Baathists return to power. Saddam Hussein is second in command. 1970 - The Iraqi government and the Kurdish political parties agree to a Peace Accord that grants the Kurds autonomy, with the question of Kirkuk to be resolved in a few years. 1971 - Peace between the Iraqi government and the KDP is strained. 1974 - Barzani calls for a new rebellion after violating the autonomy agreement. 1975 - The Algiers Accord between Iran and Iraq ends Iranian support for the Iraqi Kurds. 1975 - Jalal Talabani, a former member of the KDP, organizes a new Kurdish political party, the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK). 1978 Talabani's PUK and Barzani's KDP clash, leaving many Kurdish fighters dead. 1979 - Saddam Hussein replaces Ahmed Hassan al-Bakri as president of Iraq. Barzani, the head of the KDP, dies. His son, Massod Barzani, assumes leadership. 1980 - Iraq attacks Iran, and war breaks out. 1983 - The PUK agrees to a cease-fire with the Iraqi government. Talks on Kurdish autonomy begin. 1985 - The Iraqi government becomes increasingly repressive of the Kurds. Talks break down. Iraqi government forces murder the brother and two nieces of Jalal Talabani.
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1986 - Kurdish fighters from the KDP and the PUK join forces with the Iranian government against the Iraqi government. 1987 - The Iraqi military uses chemical weapons against Kurdish fighters. 1988 The Iraqi military launches the Anfal Campaign against the Kurds. Tens of thousands of Kurdish civilians and fighters are killed, and hundreds of thousands are forced into exile in Iran, Turkey, and Syria. The town of Halabja becomes the most recognized symbol for the heinous chemical attacks. 1991 - After Iraq is expelled from Kuwait, there is a Kurdish uprising. The Iraqi military wages war against the Kurds. Many thousands are killed and over a million are forced into exile. Many are forced to seek refuge in the mountains. 1991 - A no-fly zone is established in northern Iraq to protect the Kurds from Saddam Hussein. 1994 - Clashes between the PUK and the KDP turn into civil war. 1996 - The KDP leader Barzani appeals to Saddam Hussein for help in defeating the PUK. 1996 - PUK forces retake Sulaimaniya with the support of Iranian army. 1998 A peace agreement is reached between the PUK and the KDP. 2003 - Saddam Hussein's government is overthrown by Coalition forces. Kurdish people are safe for the first time since Iraq was first formed after World War I. 2005 - Iraqi and Kurdish history is made with the appointment of the first Kurdish president, Jalal Talabani, on April 6, 2005 (Sasson).



1.2



Definition of Ethnicity Ethnicity stands for a group of people who have the same way of life as they



share the same land, language, culture, conflict and certain other criteria, which are considered belonging to the same group of people. However, there are many outstanding elements to be recognized in a certain group of people called ethnic group. Ethnicity is
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divided naturally on earth through multi nationalities and groups of people. Ethnic criteria are set to all people around the globe who said all nations and groups of people can be separated by the way they act ,speak ,look and other representation of other common characteristics ( Jemma). Some of the social scholars believe that ethnic entity is considered a distinct boundary, while it is subjected to change through inter-ethnic interaction. For further understanding of ethnic group as a reference to the same qualities, they share a number of attributes such as common origin, history, culture, language, territory, and others (Jemma). Jemma further explains: Biological ties are considered as one of the most outstanding elements linking members of an ethnic group to one another , in particular, the blood ties that the members distinguish themselves from others outside the specific ethnic group and that they are similarly considered by others as distinct identities, it is concluded that ethnic group is a socially constructed entity. (ibid 23) Ethnicity, theoretically speaking, can be interpreted in different ways, as some have realized that it begins with ancestry, others perceive it as a physical attribution to a singular group of people. Ethnicity is not overridden by certain means, as there are nations, which have been forced to embrace other forms of identity, as it is seen in Iraq. However, an ethnic group like Kurds exists in a country called Iraq and Kurdish individuals are also identified as Iraqis but they remain originally as Kurds despite oppressions (23).



1.2.1 Ethnicity as a global conflict Ethnicity has become a major issue in the Middle East and the region as different ethnicities live side by side. Ethnic conflict is one of the recognized major social conflicts. There must be a clear understanding of the concepts and theories that
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deal with ethnic conflict and the issues associated with it. However, there are controversies among scholars in treating this complicated and sensitive issue. The main debates include concepts such as ethnic group, ethnicity and ethnic conflict and theoretical issues like causes and resolutions of inter-ethnic clash, particularly violent conflict. It intends to show some strengths and weaknesses of the prevailing disputes in the analysis of ethnic conflict (Jemma 1). Many ethnic conflicts were seen in particular at the end of the cold war. In other words, a number of conflicts have recently broken out leading us to a new era of ethnic violence and media has helped to spread that. Ethnic conflicts have consistently formed the vast majority of wars ever since colonialization began to invade the developing countries after Second World War. In the second half of twentieth century, many ethnic conflicts were to grow. It is clear in 1990 and 1991, when the Soviet Union collapsed, a new ethnic conflict erupted due to the dissolution of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, and clashes started among armies of Croatia, Serbia, and Slovenia .Additionally, wars in Chechnya and Georgia broke out .In Angola, Nicaragua, Rwanda and Somalia clashes happened as the result of ethnic conflict (Sadowski 13). Once the Cold War ended, a long list of seemingly perennial struggles came to a halt: the Lebanese civil war, the Moro insurrection in the Philippines, regional clashes in Chad, the Eritrean secession and related battles in Ethiopia, the Sahrawi independence struggle, fratricide in South Africa, and the guerrilla wars in El Salvador and Nicaragua. (ibid 12).
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1.2.2 Ethnic Conflict and the Kurds: Ethnic conflict is a conflict among a community or inside a state between two nations who share many differences in costume, language, religion and traditions. However, divisions of majority and minority; and bad governance and power could be the main reasons, which drag both nations to a constant conflict. The Kurdish community was among the nations who faced ethnic conflict in the Middle East, though they did their struggle to survive. The mountains remained a shelter for the Kurds for centuries as they went under oppression for a long time. However, they continued their struggle to fight back those who tried to wipe out the ethnicity of the Kurds. It is clear that many revolts broke out due to the constant cruelties the Kurds suffered because of ethnic differences. However, since Kurdistan was divided by boundaries imposed on it by the 1923 Treaty of Lausanne, a perceived sense of injustice served to sharpen Kurdish nationalist views in the different countries. “The Kurds, totaling some 35 million people, are often defined as a nation, or a „non-state nation‟; an ethnic group possessing all of the characteristics of a nation except their own state” (McDowall 1). McDowall believes that “ethnic conflict is considered to be one the principal causes of war and frequently results in war crimes such as genocide” (ibid). Saeed Kakayee also outlines that ethnic conflict led to the rise of Kurdish sense of nationalism adding that the most important factor that shows the origin of nationalism in the Kurdish case is the relationship between nationalism and ethnic conflict (Kakayee).
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1.2.3 The Causes of Ethnic Conflict Scholars consider ethnic conflict as instrumental and socially contrived. A critical factor is whether ethnic groups perceive each other in different ways. It is clear that pragmatic perceptions between groups in conflict make opportunities for peaceful management of intergroup relation. Definitely, Ethnic conflict can be more or less severe, depending in large part on the structure of relationships. Ethnic conflicts have usually been managed with nondemocratic, authoritarian practice in order to control what is called the other ethnicity. However, informal practices of ethnic balancing have at times kept a relative peace even in societies that are not democratic (Sisk 8-9). In an era in which ethnic conflicts pose the central challenge to international peace, the significance of the power –sharing concept is clear. If ethnic groups can fulfill aspirations for self-determination, there will be least conflicts in the regions. However, due to the ongoing challenges of the ethnic groups, conflict continues and ethnic groups get more involved in terms of protecting ethnicity and land (ibid 9).



1.3. Literary Examples Writers have tried to deal with ethnic conflicts as a major theme in their literary works. Gharbi Mustafa and Jean Sasson are two examples of them who wrote about the theme in the novels under study. Therefore, the rest of this chapter covers the literary career of the writers with brief introduction about each novel



1.3.1. Gharbi Mustafa (1968-



):



Life and Career Gharbi Mustafa stands as one of the Kurdish writers who has written his works in English language, was born in 1968 in the city of Duhok in Duhok province. Gharbi Mustafa grew in a harsh condition in the 1980s and 1990s of the Iraqi Kurdistan. He was
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displaced along with his family in his own land by the Iraqi regime; later the Arab settlers took over their lands. Mustafa went through many difficulties but survived. He successfully finished college between 1987 – 1991 and he received a Bachelor of Arts in English language and Literature at the University of Mosul, Iraq. Later he continued his academic studies and received a Master of Arts in English Philology at Gdansk University, Gdansk, Poland in 2005 -2006. Then he could successfully finish his PhD, in the Faculty of Oriental Studies at Warsaw University of Poland in 2008. As his hobby and to release himself from the agonies and feelings he got in the past, he started writing many books and novels including When Mountains Weep. He also authored a book about the Life of the Kurdish Martyr Leyla Qasim, Titled the Leyla the Kurdish Bride. The book is archived at the central Library in Warsaw University and taught in Department of English in Duhok university as part of modern Drama syllabus. He also authored a coming of age novel titled When Mountains Weep: Coming of Age in Kurdistan. It is about a boy who grows up in Kurdistan. The book is published by Amazon and is now selling worldwide. The book has become a curriculum in English departments of the Universities of Duhok and Zakho. He has published a research paper titled “Kurdish Identity in Samir Naqqash‟s novel “Sholom the Kurd, Me and Time.” Published in European Journal, 2008. He has written a short film script entitled Stray Dogs, 2007. He is also currently writing a novel under a draft title “Blue Rain”. His work experience goes back to the early 1990s; he started as English Language Teacher at Kawani Intermediate School, Dohuk City, Iraq. In 1993-, 1995 he became head of English Language Department, Teacher Training Institute, Dohuk City, Iraq. Later in 1995 – 1996, he became a Field Officer, Mine Advisory Group (NGO) as he was a member of an awareness program developed to minimize the risk of mine
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encounters among local populations by implementing diverse educational programs suited to many different types of people living in the mined areas. Later on in 2000- 2003 he became National Program Officer, UNESCO Dohuk Office, and Iraq. After he got his Master of Arts. In March 2006 to January 2011, he became an assistant lecturer, in English Department at College of Education, University of Dohuk, at Dohuk City, Iraq. From 2011 to the present, he has been working the head of English Language Department, School of Basic Education, and University of Duhok whose main duties are to manage and set the educational policy for the department.



1.3.2 When Mountains Weep When Mountains Weep, a novel, narrates a Kurdish story written in English by Gharbi Mustafa, perhaps a man who is considered the main autobiographical character. The novel is written in a simple language but powerful in depicting the social life of the character who faces difficulty in life due to his ethnicity. Many deep-rooted agonies and images are shown in the novel as the character relates the story of his life. I have had so many great fits of laughter with my friends that sometimes my jaws hurt the next day. But, behind the laughs, I hid the pain of my untold stories. (Mustafa 1) The novel includes certain contexts in which the character is depicted as an oppressed and ravaged by the cruelty of life because of the fact that he comes from a certain ethnic background. Hamko, the protagonist is being discriminated throughout the events of the novel. It starts from his displacement into another ethnic community in the Mosul province, The Arabs. The character, who is still a very young boy, moves to a new location attending school. The writer introduces other scenes around the alley he has been living in until his recruitment to the army.
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“Robert C. Rogers” an American scholar points out in his review how the novel shows a panoramic image of the Kurdish life under the Baathist regime, and how clearly the novel depicts Kurdish culture, society and suffering. He says “I have read numerous books about the struggles of the Kurdish people, but this short book is the most powerful one I have read”. He added that, “Mustafa tells the story of a Kurdish boy growing up in the 1990's and 2000's under the persecution of the regime of Saddam Hussein of Iraq”. Rogers highlights more on the novel saying that the novel takes the reader through the time of the Iran-Iraq War and the Persian Gulf War, until after the USA establishes a nofly zone over northern Iraq, known as "Kurdistan." He continues to say about the novel, “His gripping account helps the reader to understand the poverty and suffering of the Kurdish people, but also reveals their rich culture, courage and determination to have a homeland. While much of the story is heartbreaking, there is also a lot of humor and a deeply emotional love story”. He adds that, “as an American reader, I was overcome with emotion when the American soldiers showed up to help the Kurdish refugees in Turkey, but I was also deeply saddened that our nation did not come to their aid sooner. If you want to understand the Kurds, read this book”! (Rogers ).



1.3.3 Jean Sasson (1953-



):



Life and Career Jean Sasson grew up in a small town in Alabama. While still a teenager, she has read every book in the school library. At fourteen, she started her book collection when she bought her first book, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich by William Shirer—an unusual choice for a young girl from the Deep South. She wanted a good read and she wanted value for money, so she searched the bookshop and bought the book with the most pages (Sasson), retrieved from her website.
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Her literary tastes are widely varied, and she has a long list of favorites. Heading that list is Sir Winston Churchill, the prolific writer and leader of Britain in the dark years of World War II. Other historic figures, like Napoleon Bonaparte and T.E. Lawrence ("Lawrence of Arabia"), satisfy her two literary loves, history and travel. Jean‟s books have won a number of awards. The Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum Foundation, an organization in Dubai which promotes and recognizes crosscultural understanding, chose Jean‟s critically acclaimed book Ester’s Child as a book that best promotes world peace.



Jean returned to the topic of the Iraqi invasion and occupation of Kuwait with her most recent book, Yasmeena’s Choice: A True Story of war, rape, courage and survival, telling the painful story of a Lebanese visitor to Kuwait who was trapped in the country after the invasion. The woman was kidnapped and held in a special prison housing innocent women to be brutally raped.



The list of Jean‟s published books: 



The Rape of Kuwait (1991)







Princess: A True Story of Life Behind the Veil in Saudi Arabia (1992, updated in 2013)







Princess Sultana’s Daughters (1994, updated 2013)







Princess Sultana’s Circle (2000, to be updated 2015)







Ester’s Child (2001) (To be re-released July 2015)







Mayada, Daughter of Iraq (2003)







Love in a Torn Land: Joanna of Kurdistan (2007)
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Growing Up bin Laden: Osama’s wife and son take us inside their secret world (2009)







For the Love of a Son: an Afghan woman’s quest for her stolen child (2010)







American Chick in Saudi Arabia (2012)







Yasmeena’s Choice: A True Story of War, Rape, Courage & Survival (2013)



Now a world of readers have eagerly embraced Jean‟s latest book. That book, Princess: More Tears to Cry, is the fourth in the series of books about the world‟s most beloved princess, Princess Sultana. It was released September 2014.



Jean is also working on two other important projects, one a secret project, and the other which will be the completion of her memoir of spending so many years living and visiting in the Middle East. Her long-awaited memoir will reveal her many personal and compelling adventures in Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Kuwait and Iraq (Jean Sasson).



1.3.4 Love in a Torn Land Love in a Torn Land tells the story of the Kurds who have suffered a lot under the rule of Iraqi regime in 1970s and 1980s. Jean Sasson devoted her life for protecting women in the Middle East and she has called herself the voice of women in Middle East. The Novel also depicts the life of the Kurdish freedom fighters who were struggling to achieve the rights of the Kurds. The stories of the novel show so much suffering and agony that the Kurds faced due to their ethnicity. The novel is written in a difficult language as the author herself described Love in a Torn Land as one of the most difficult writings she ever made in comparison to other works. The novel intensively draws the images of conflict as narrated by Joanna, a girl who falls in love with a freedom fighter,
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Sarbast. Coincidentally, the researcher met Sarbast in a luxury hotel in Sulaimanyah who is a character of the novel. Sarbast got PhD in civil engineering working as an engineer in Kurdistan.



The work tells the story of a woman who lived in fear under the Baathist regime and joining her husband in the forbidden zone, an area of Kurdish land that Saddam had deemed a total Kurdish kill area, she ended up surviving a murderous bombardment for two years. Every day of those first two years of her marriage, she was in mortal danger. Then her village is hit by deadly chemical attacks, and Joanna is temporarily blinded, living in fear that she might have lost her sight forever. After that, she is bombed and buried in rubble, barely escaping with her life. Courageous Kurds who are good friends among the dead. Immediately she is on the run across the Kurdish mountains, hunted to be killed. She has no choice but to ride a mule over a high mountain in Iraq, a fate that few people could survive. A death occurs on that trip. She losses her much-anticipated unborn child while on the highest point of the mountain. After surviving many narrow escapes, she ends in exile, in Iran, a country at war with Iraq then. After seeing the gruesome sights of tent refugee cities, she discovers that her favorite auntie was murdered in the chemical attacks at Halabja. Alone, without any family member with her, she delivers her first child under an extremely frightening situation.
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Chapter Two When Mountains Weep



In the novel under study, the researcher discusses the causes and effects of ethnic conflict, which may overlap due to the nature of the conflict. Displacement is an example of such overlapping, as it could be the main result of ethnic conflict, and could further inflame it in reaction. Other concepts such as culture represented by language and social traditions could be some of the causes of ethnic conflict when differences are not accepted. Thus, the following sections center on the concepts of displacement and culture as examples of ethnic conflict, in which the characters‟ social, psychological and economic conditions are all affected



2.1. Displacement of the Kurds The displacement of people has been one of the catastrophic phenomena facing people in many countries. The displacement of people is a forced movement of people from their place to other places that they are not quite acquainted with or never been to.



Displacement can lead to a geographic shift in households, which may preserve or increase economic and racial segregation throughout an area. As the result of displacement and destruction of the villages, those who faced the difficulties tell many stories.



There are two kinds of displacement: Direct Displacement, which leads to the actual displacement of people from their locations. Indirect Displacement, which leads to
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a loss of livelihood. The population are forced to leave their homeland to which they are attached, and for which they have the knowledge and opportunity to make a living most effectively. Displaced populations often become impoverished. The displacement of people, because of development projects, policies and processes, therefore constitutes a social cost for development (Displacement of people and its effects 2).



The Kurdish people are one of those nations who faced a full ethnic cleansing campaign by the powers ruled Iraq for so many years. In the novel, When Mountains Weep, instances of ethnic conflict and displacement are widely seen in the characters‟ daily life. They are rejected due to their ethnic differences by the community they live in. Examples of ethnic conflict arise when the character speaks in his mother tongue (The Kurdish language) and other instances are reflected in the behavior of the other ethnic group (the Arabs).



There were many phases of displacement in the last few decades, especially during the Iran-Iraq war from (1980-88) as it is considered the final phase of displacement of much of Iraq's Kurdish population. At the end of the war, an increased collaboration started between Iran and Kurdish guerrilla forces. This was an excuse for the Iraqi regime to pursue its policy to eradicate and displace people from their original places. The policy resulted in the killing of hundred thousand Kurds and destroying about thousands Kurdish villages. Their inhabitants over half a million people were displaced to new collective settlements away from border or mountain areas, or to detention camps in south and west Iraq. Others fled to Iran. Many of these people have been displaced more than once since then (Dammers 181-182). Dammers also show another survey earlier of that date:
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In 1970, 300,000 people were reported displaced in Kurdistan, the result of fighting between Kurdish militias and the government, as well as between the militias themselves. By 1975, when the government defeated Barzani's KDP, as many as 600,000 were displaced, 250,000 over the border to Iran. The Iraqi government forcibly relocated perhaps 1400 villages and 300,000 people, mainly to 'strategic hamlets' designed to facilitate government containment and control. (182)



2.1.1 Displacement in When Mountains Weep The novel tells the story of a displaced people. The effect of displacement is obvious on different areas of Kurdistan as it is shown in the life of the characters. Lawrence points to this conflict when he describes what Saddam Hussein adopted a policy of discrimination: Saddam Hussein now revealed his true genius – the Art of pitting Iraqis against one another … Saddam ensured the ethnic balance of Kirkuk would tip against the Kurds. Kurds left the city and were no longer allowed to own property and many went through a humiliating process if declaring themselves Arabs, in order to get jobs and buy houses. (Lawrence 29)



Gharbi Mustafa indicates these actual events of ethnic conflict in his literary work by depicting several scenes, which give an overwhelming, sense of love of motherland. The writer‟s words in the following quotation sums up some of the very common agonies Kurds went through:
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Amid all the memories that clashed in my head, I heard my mother‟s Kurdish lullaby, which echoed through the vast valley.” sleep, my son, sleep, in the Arabian sand, away from our father‟s land. Sleep, my son, sleep. You may survive to see the day. To our sweet home, we find the way. Smile at your mommy, do not feel sad. Tomorrow you will grow into a lad. And ask for your missing dad. Lull, my darling, lull. Tomorrow you will grow into a man in the mountains of Kurdistan, in a nation without a homeland. (Mustafa 3-4) The Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre (IDMC) presented a survey of the displaced people in Iraq during the 1980s as Mustafa narrates the conditions of Kurdish displaced families. The survey shows that the eight years of the Iraq-Iran war in 1980 to 1988 brought a new phase of Saddam Hussein‟s power to consolidate his rule in Iraq. He started many campaigns to eradicate Kurds like Anfal, which began towards the end of the war, resulted in the death of 50,000 to 200,000 Iraqi Kurds. About 500,000 were deported to the new 'collective settlements' and detention camps (Iraq: Little new displacement…16). During Iran –Iraq war, many other attacks were carried out by Saddam‟s Army to root out the origins of Kurdish community. Hence, memories are highlighted in When Mountains Weep, the above quotation clearly shows the agony of the displaced people due to their ethnicity because Kurdish Mother which can symbolically refer to the Kurdish homeland, meant to convey the suffering that people faced. Thus, the Mother‟s lullaby is just like the Motherland, which cries for her babies and expresses motherly feelings through tears. The writer also mentions the “Arabian land” to illustrate the ethnic conflict between the Arabs and the Kurds. Sense of patriotism is also clearly reflected in the
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quote as Mustafa comes to mention the “Mountains of Kurdistan” and “A nation without homeland”. Displacement here is linked with the idea of statehood and independence. Denise Natali points out how the act of displacing Kurds from their original residences negatively affected the economic conditions of the Kurds. It further widened the gap between the people and the regime. The displacement of Kurds from their lands broke a key sector of the Kurdish economy, destroyed traditional living patterns, and increased the Kurd‟s dependence on the state. Rather than integrate into the industrial sector, increase their agricultural production, or become Ba‟th party members, most Kurds in the towns and cities lived off the government. (63) The displacement resulted in deepening the conflict in the first place. Baghdad moved those Internally Displaced People to the Arab territories in order to assimilate them with the Arabs. A survey from the (IDMC) shows that Kurdish villagers were displaced during the 1980s to the mid and south of Iraq. My first year in school passed, and after a rough start, I began to do well as I learned Arabic. One of my favorite classes was drawing. One day, our teacher asked the class to draw a picture of the brave Iraqi army attacking the enemy – Kurdish outlaws in the mountains. (Mustafa 10) The Kurds are captives to the painful memories of repression under Saddam Hussein. Like the Sunni and Shiite Arabs, who fought a brutal sectarian war, the Kurds are suppressed to a narrow identity, theirs defined by ethnicity, rather than national citizenship, this means that the Kurds are recognized with ethnic background rather than being an Iraqi citizen (Arnago, 12) . In recent decades of the 20th century, the Iraqi
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regime always tried to inflame the sense of hatred among the fellow citizens in order to fulfill its policies and control the lands believed to be for no other nations except the Arabs. The post-colonial powers forced to bring both Arab and Kurds under one rule of dictatorship and the Kurdish nationalism was under pressure for decades. Despite that, Saddam Hussein did whatever needed to abort the Kurdish community‟ dreams in order not to let a unified nation or movement rise. However, after the fall of Saddam in 2003, steps were taken to normalize the areas affected by the policies of Saddam from displacement to Arabization and a court was set up to handle claims stemming from that policy. Kurds confirm that property records that would verify their ownership claims were destroyed. As a result, Arabs are now reclaiming homes that were seized from Kurdish families in the Hussein years (ibid 18). According to Bullock and Morris, not only the regime used its power to fight Kurdish attempts for rebellion, it also used the Kurds against themselves: Although the Kurds were to be forced to retreat from the cities within less than a week, one significant effect of the rebellion was to uncouple the Popular Army Force from their allegiance to Saddam Hussein. The technique of divideand–rule has traditionally been used to prevent the emergence of a unified independent movement in Iraq and Saddam Hussein, like his precedors, had attempted to use tribal and other rivalries to set the Kurds against each other. (Bullock and Morris 22) Having Kurdish mercenaries (Jash) was common during Saddam‟s era. The regime used these mercenaries to fight back the Kurdish revolutionists who resorted to mountains. In addition, Iran and Turkey tried to use tribal militias or tribes to suppress Kurdish nationalism (Wladimir 2). The images of conflict rise in the novel. It is obvious
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that “Hamko” is discriminated in a process starting from his displacement, starting school in an Arabian land, and obviously rejected by his classmates. Even though he is a child, he clearly is affected by the insults he gets from his classmates. The discrimination seen here starting from early school years shows how deep- rooted the ethnic conflict is: At school, the other boys never called me by my real name. They called me “the Kurd “. Or sometimes “the brainless Kurd” if they wanted to start a fight. As I passed them, a group of boys would say, “Did you find your brain or are you still looking for it in the mountains”? Then they would laugh and add,” He cannot find his brain because Kurds do not have one!. (Mustafa 13) Many examples of insulting and in some cases the use of derogatory words attest to the existence of such a conflict. “It is you again! You shameless Kurdish boys are a disgrace to our school” (15). The writer intends to express how hatred of the Kurds was everywhere. Even a headmistress disgraces the boys who have been displaced with their families to a place not of their choice. They simply make jokes of them in their new locations. The derogatory language continues: ... it is wonder their mothers do not teach them manners. How can they have time to teach them anything when all they do is keep the rice cooking and the babies coming? They give birth to a child every nine months. They think it is their national duty so Kurds will become majority in this country. (Mustafa 15)
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In the quotation above, it is clear that the headmistress mocks the Kurdish mothers directly joking of their lifestyle. This is a clear sense of hatred because lifestyle differs from one nation to another. Despite the existence of ethnic conflict, there are, of course, examples of good treatment of the Kurds in mid and south of the country. Some Arabs helped Kurds at some stages or during the difficult times. There are stories telling about how those Kurds were saved or protected by the Arab tribes in the south of Iraq. Especially when they were exiled. Human Rights Watch releases Arab families and Arab tribal leaders interview who ventured to the north under the Arabization campaign, but the majority of them stated that they had come to the north by choice, after being offered lucrative irrigated land by the government. An Arab farmer who had resettled from the desert to the village of Shamarash in Shaikhan district stressed that he had little choice in the move: “We moved because there was an order from the government to move to this village. Whether I was happy or unhappy, I had to obey that order. During the former regime‟s rule, if the government gave an order to the people to do something, they had to obey” (Forced Displacement and Arabization of Northern Iraq). Another Shiite tribe from the south also claimed to have been similarly forced to resettle in Khanaqin in 1975: “We were displaced by the government in 1975 to Khanaqin, because they wanted to take us to the Kurdish areas. We were forced to go to the north: They displaced us to replace the Kurds” (ibid). Other people from the south, also claimed to have been forced to go north, “because of the ethnic cleansing of the Kurds.” Altogether, Human Rights Watch found about 450 families who claimed to have been forcefully resettled by the Iraqi government to Khanaqin in north of Iraq. Some stressed that their desperate economic situation in a desert area gave them little choice (ibid).
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Furthermore, there lies behind the headmistress‟s words a deep sense of hatred suggestive of wishes for the eradication of Kurdish identity. Her idea of majority versus minority in the quote simply reflects the general view that Kurds are the minority, hence they are inferior. A. M. Hamilton points to the eradication of the Kurdish nation at the hands of an Arab Army and says, “In truth it has often been proved that a small party… this was illustrated when the Iraqi army was eventually sent to patrol this territory, and it came into conflict” (Hamilton 88). The displaced family of Hamko has to earn their living expenses in one of the neighborhoods of Mosul city where they are forced to settle. In WMW, the writer narrates a scene, which indicates the sense of fear shown by the characters. They are afraid of mentioning the name of their motherland. Gharbi Mustafa says that one day Hamko and his father left for city to make a living by selling refined tobacco. When both father and his boy found a place, Hamko started shouting, “we have the best refined tobacco from the mountains of Kurdistan, Come over here, roll a cigarette for free, and find out for you!” His father forced him to skip the word of Kurdistan because he thought that the word might irritate other people, Arabs in particular (Mustafa 20). This scene makes it clear that even the name of their homeland, Kurdistan, is considered a taboo. This explains a deep-rooted conflict planted by the ruling systems of Iraq inside any individual for serving the interest of one person or a chauvinist party. In fact, the words of Kurdistan and mountain have been mentioned in the paragraph as a taboo because it reflects the ethnic diversity of two nations, which have been in clashes for decades because of the ruling system. The writer also differentiates through certain symbols between the two nations; when Hamko shouts Kurdistan and “tobacco from
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mountains”. It explains the fact that there is a nation, which lives in mountainous areas and they are considered different from other places the Arabs geographically reside. Saddam Hussein‟s Baathist government tried to force ethnic change on thousands of Iraqis. Often, the government changed the nationality of people who had previously been “Kurd” and changed them into “Arab” so that it could boost the “Arab” population of Iraq as part of its ethnic cleansing efforts (King 76). Ethnic cleansing and the forced displacement of Kurdish people is a continuous process that has been perpetrated by different players at different times. These actions served to reduce the population of Kurdistan. Moreover, both processes homogenized society and dismantled Kurdish social ties (Kakayee). In fact, the concept of ethnic conflict must be related mostly to the rules of power especially the Baath regime and Saddam Hussein who ruled Iraq with an iron hand, and oppressed most of all minority nations in the country. The regime clearly tried to change the demography of Kurdistan. King describes how Saddam‟s regime forced Kurds to change their ethnic origins and falsely adopt a fake identity: For example, in the censuses of 1977 and 1987, Yezidis in Sinjar were forced to register as Arabs and prohibited from speaking Kurdish in post – Baathist Iraq, many of these forced ethnic changes have been rectified, and others are in the process. (76) People from different nationalities and sects like Christians ,Chaldeans Assyrians ,Sunnis ,Shiites ,Arabs, Kurds and others lived in certain areas of Iraq in peace and side by side, despite the fact that the ruling system of Iraq tried hard to set a blaze among them and split them.
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Kurdistan was once considered a multiethnic society with diverse cultures, religions (Yazidis, Yarsani (Kakayee), Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Armenian Christianity and Islam), and ethnicities (Kurd, Arab, Assyrians, Armani, Turkmen, and Chaldean. (Kakayee) Displacement has increased Hamko‟s affection and love for Kurdistan. Sense of deprivation is hinted at here because of Hamko‟s longing for his country. It is his dream to visit the mountains. Although they are stopped at checkpoints by Arabs, but he is happy with the scene. I was thrilled when my grandparents finally came to live with us in Duhok. I kept urging my grandfather to take me to visit Atrush because he was constantly mentioning his childhood village in his stories….One Friday morning he told me to dress up because my wish was about to be fulfilled. We are going to Atrush!....After one hour drive, we arrived at a military checkpoint asked us in Arabic for our identification cards and asked what we were doing in the area. (Mustafa 35-36) In this quotation, the writer expresses the characters‟ sense and love of motherland. It indicates that a land to which they belong is being inhabited by others, mainly Arabs, and all their properties are confiscated by the settlers. It is even forbidden to visit their area unless they show their identification and a convincing reason they have to visit the area. The sigh of the old man expresses the sighs of a nation whose land is occupied. According to sources from different people, the confiscated land and property was given to Arab settlers, brought in by Saddam‟s regime as a means of altering the city's ethnic balance and to change the demography of the towns and cities (Dawoodi).
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The image of the old man with the white beard gives a historical background of the ethnic cleansing campaign in different areas in the Kurdish region. The man who is torn by the cruelty of life, dreams of his youth when his father and himself built the muddy house as they did their best to make a living in that area. Then, other people with different nationalities occupied the land and took the property. Ethnicity was the main pretext for such an eradication campaign. As the car came over the last rise, a picturesque village appeared, perched on the jagged mountainside that gently melted into a vast valley. I felt strange when I saw two women in Arabic gowns walking behind a cow on the road. My grandfather‟s eyes glistened with tears as he pointed toward a two story [sic] house. Then he said in a trembling voice, Hamko, that is the house I helped my father build when I was your age. (Mustafa 36) The writer shows how deep feelings of nostalgia for homeland can be felt in the eyes of the old man. Displacement of Kurds and relocation of Arabs led to constant conflict between the two nations. Anderson and Stanfield point out how Iraqi regime started a process of Arabization lasting to the present day for the sake of oil. In the book Crises in Kirkuk; the ethno politics of conflict and compromise, they claim that the first phase of Arabization started in 1925 as a way of protecting the oil from other nations. The well-known Ottoman writer Shams-Adin Sami described Kirkuk in his encyclopedia as a purely Kurdish city with many others such as Christians, Jewish and Armenians (Anderson & Stansfield 30).



Scholars have seen and pointed out the differences between Kurdistan and the rest of Iraq in terms of geography, nature, culture, and language. Ethnic differences are not only felt, they are clearly a fact. The following extract well attests to this fact, The
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Kurdistan Region is largely mountainous, which is part of the larger Zagros mountain range, which is present in Iran as well. There are many rivers flowing and running through the mountains of the region making it distinguished by its fertile lands, plentiful water, and picturesque nature.



The mountainous nature of Kurdistan, the difference of temperatures in its various parts, and its wealth of waters make Kurdistan a land of agriculture and tourism. In addition to various minerals, oil in particular was being extracted via pipeline only in Kurdistan Region for a long time. The western and southern parts of the Kurdistan Region are not as mountainous as the east. Instead, it is rolling hills and sometimes plains that make up the areas. In addition, this area is greener than the rest of Iraq. The term "Northern Iraq" is a geographical ambiguity. (Iraqi Kurdistan, geography and climate 4)



Mustafa makes it clear that the government of Iraq is the main reason behind ethnic conflicts in Iraq. As displacement was followed by a process of relocation of Arabs in Kurdish areas, the conflict developed into a sense of hatred and hostility between Kurds and Arabs, Hamko says: I was excited to finally see the place where my father and grandpa had been born and raised. I asked if we could take a look at the house, but my grandfather signed and told me we couldn‟t get out the car and walk around the village because the government had banished all the native people and replaced them Arab tribes from the south. It was at that moment I finally realized the true reason why our family had moved to Mosul. (36)
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The writer explains the result of the long story he has told at the beginning of the novel about the ethnic conflict; here, you can find a direct conflict, which is caused by confiscation of land and property by Arabs. The Iraqi government moved Arabs from central and southern Iraq to have property in Kurdish areas. Many of those expelled have since been living in camps for the internally displaced in the northern Kurdish-controlled governorates for over a decade ( In Kurdistan, Land Disputes Fuel Unrest 12-13). In WMW, the concept of ethnic conflict does not only apply to Kurds and the Arabs but also Turks and Persians were those nations who managed to suppress the Kurds because they formed parts of Turkey, Syria and Iran after the division of Kurdistan was made in the Sikes- Picot agreement (Mustafa 146). Gharbi Mustafa refers to that fact by giving a clue on the division made at the hands of the colonial powers. He says that the Kurds are always deprived of their initial rights; he maintains that, “sometimes cousins from the same village went to different schools some to Turkish schools to learn Turkish and become “Mountain Turk” and some to attend Iraqi schools to learn Arabic and become part of Arab world” (ibid). He also refers to the exploitation of the Kurds by the neighboring nations: It had been that way for hundreds of years. When the Arabs, the Turks, or Persians needed Kurds to fight in their wars, they saw the Kurds as brothers living together in one land. However, when the Kurds cried for freedom, they were considered outlaws to be annihilated and buried in mass graves in the desert sand. (147)
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This paragraph clarifies the roots of ethnic conflict and the division made to the Kurdish land. Artificial borders have been drawn to divide Kurdistan into regions amongst these countries. These clashes fed the conflicts between the nations mentioned in these countries (ibid). They know that it will not be long before Iraqi tanks, backed by the Jash (progovernment Kurdish militia), will come to loot the village. They will torch the houses and fields and execute all males above the age of twelve. Then they will force the remaining women and young children into military trucks to be taken to the Arabian Desert in the south, where they will be executed and tossed into freshly dug massive graves. (Mustafa 122) Gharbi Mustafa tells a story of an event happened earlier at the hands of the military and their pro- Kurdish militias. This means that it was the habit of the Iraqi army, when it launched an offensive against a certain place in Kurdistan, to eradicate or loot all the properties the Kurds possessed. The novel tells the agony of a nation at the hands of ruling Arabs. Mustafa tells the reality of this nation‟s life during the Saddam era. He shows how there were Kurds who supported the ruling Arabs and were part of an eradication campaign against their own people. Social considerations play a role here as well. When people could not settle certain disputes they had, some would join the government so that they may easily be able to revenge upon their opponents through the power they would be granted by the government; hence some people became Jash (pro-government militias).
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The writer mentions a very important period of Saddam‟s eradication campaigns against the Kurds, which was in the 1980s when Saddam Hussein launched his brutal campaigns against the Kurds. Kendal Nezan states that the Kurds were being bombed by chemical weapons, and the Kurdish people were being executed along with their villages being destroyed. In point of fact, Iraq had already used chemical weapons against the Kurds on 15 April 1987. It happened two weeks after Hassan Ali Al Majid, a cousin of Saddam Hussein, was appointed head of the Northern Bureau set up to deal with Kurdistan. On 29 March of that year the Revolutionary Command Council had issued Decree No. 160, granting him full powers to proceed with the final solution of the Kurdish problem. A problem which the Iraqi regime had failed to solve despite intensive Arabisation, transfers of population, the execution of “ringleaders”, and a war waged on and off since 1961. (Nezan) Gharbi Mustafa also indicates that many Kurdish tribes were fought because of their ethnicity in different areas of Kurdistan. They were deliberately mixed with Arabs so that they may assimilate with them. These were clear when Arabs were brought to settle in those Kurdish tribes‟ original places as Hamko states, “As we pulled away, I poked my head out of the window and shouted at the boys,” you do not belong to here! This is our land and our mountains. Go back to your desert. You, sons of tattooed women!” (Mustafa 38). These acts of the Saddam regime led to constant conflict among the different identities of the population in Iraq‟s artificial country. As Brockwell outlines, these conflicts were ignored by the international community. He says that “Aside from the occasional media report on this or similar organizations, the Kurds and the lessons to be learned from their
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struggle appear to be ignored by an overwhelming majority of the world”. He further states, It is unfortunate that other nations are unable or refuse to glean knowledge from this senseless tragedy, but it is even more tragic that such a horrific series of events had to ever unfold. Nationalism, ethnocentrism, and allegiance to the popular political ideas of the early twentieth century all appear to be plausible factors that led to the Iraqi/Kurdish conflict, and as mentioned earlier, numerous Kurdish separatist groups continue to embrace these ideas and to fight a battle that has no discernable end in sight. (Brockwell ) In many stories of clashes and conflicts between Arabs and Kurds, there are also instances or stories of help and tolerance. Mustafa relates how Hamko‟s father, while in power forgives a previous Iraqi soldier, now prisoner of war, for destroying their shop in the past. It shows the Kurdish sense of good hospitality and forgiveness; “I saw many young Kurdish men in groups waiting for the arrival of the Peshmargas. I also saw many Iraqi soldiers on their knees, now prisoners of war, and I searched among them for the one who had humiliated my father” (Mustafa 110). However, when he finds that soldier, his father hosts him for lunch. I led him to our house, where I found my father sitting on the sidewalk, playing backgammon with a neighbor in the warm spring sun and drinking black Kurdish tea. When he saw me, he asked “Hamko”, what are you doing this Iraqi soldier? Let him go”….my father looked surprised. I explained. “Father, this is the Iraqi Rambo who destroyed our shop”. My father smiled and said,” Oh, him.” Then he added,” Hamko, tell your mother we are having a guest for lunch. (111-112)
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The following survey of the Kurdish displaced people shows the number of people whose lands and properties were confiscated through eradication policy of former Iraqi regime. Many of them have sought refuge in neighboring countries fleeing from the campaigns carried out by successive regimes of Iraq for decades. Kinsley states:



Between 1971 and 1980, Iraq expelled at least 200,000 Faili Kurds. Unlike most Iraqi Kurds who are Sunni Moslems, the Failis are Shiite and lived mainly in the Arab-dominated region of central Iraq. Many Faili Kurds had been wealthy businessmen and controlled large parts of the Baghdad bazaar. Although the real grounds for persecution were probably economic, the government used the Faili Kurds' religion as a pretext to claim they were really Iranian -- Iran being a Shiite country -- and should therefore move. (Kinsley)



2.2 Culture: Language, Tradition and Costume Kurdish Culture is a set of distinctive elements. The Kurdish culture is a legacy from ancient ancestors who made modern Kurds and their society. Some aspects of the Kurdish culture are close to that of other nations but also different in many aspects. Newroz celebration as the New Year day, celebrated on March 21 is also celebrated by other ethnic groups in the region. Culture is what distinguishes any nation and community from one another. This is how the Kurds are distinguished from other neighboring nations in terms of language, costume, traditions and other ways of life. When a man with Kurdish clothes and costume is seen somewhere, he is recognized as Kurd immediately because the traditional costume is quite different from others. Scholars have indicated that due to the multitude of hardships Kurds have gone through, their psychological make-up and their culture in general reflects those
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difficulties. They are familiar with so many words about hardships than those about happiness as far as language, as a cultural aspect, is concerned.



Kurdish people have been oppressed and our lands have been occupied throughout history and this has hugely affected our psychology and culture of communication and increased the number of words that are used to describe hardship. (Ahmed)



2.2.1 Language In WMW, the language is a key issue for the conflict engulfed among the Kurds and the Arabs. Several scenes in the novel tell stories of misunderstanding of two different nations who are in conflict. When communication is lacking, ambiguity, uncertainty, and even fears are born: When we were in the headmistress‟s room, my mother exchanged a few words in a language I could not understand. The only word I could pick out from the conversation was Hamko, my name. (Mustafa 5) An outstanding element, which shows the differences among ethnic groups, is language. Whenever the mother tongue is used, a kind of ethnic conflict is felt. It is seen in the headmistress‟s room that the language spoken is quite strange to Hamko because he has come from a different ethnic group and culture. It is compulsory for Hamko to learn Arabic, in fact, if he does not, he will fail in school, and perhaps in his whole educational life, and it is a problem both ethnicities share due to the differences.



Given our tendency to hear what we expect to hear, it is very easy for people in conflict to misunderstand each other. Communication is already likely to be strained, and people will often want to hide the truth to some extent. Thus the
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potential for misperception and misunderstanding is high, which can make conflict management or resolution more difficult. (Burgess )



Language is clearly treated as an example of ethnic conflict in the novel. The novel shows that Kurdish is forbidden in the Iraqi educational system. When the boy attends the school, there is no such a language as Kurdish. Hamko is confused to see that there is a different language. Motivation to learn is killed very early and Hamko is disappointed: My whole sense of happiness and excitement about attending school faded away as I realized that no one there spoke the way I did and I could not understand anyone….Why did we speak differently in our house, and what was the strange language I was hearing away from home?. (Mustafa 6) The quotation above explains how the boy‟s dream faded away after attending school because no one speaks the way he speaks. The strange language he has heard is imposed by government is part of the Arabization policy to remove all their traditions and the culture of the Kurds. Many countries have ratified their constitutions, which have enshrined the rights of the nations and minorities included in the framework of the country, the second language to be spoken and used in the governmental institutions and in educations. It is now being practiced in the new Iraq after Saddam Hussein. Gharbi Mustafa makes it clear that the conflict is deep rooted when he calls the Arabic language of the enemy. “So, little Hamko, go to school tomorrow and learn how to read and write, even if it is in the language of your enemies” (9) . Mustafa indicates in a clear voice that the other is considered an enemy. This is to say that the character himself suffered much during his family‟s displacement. As he had to live within his so-called enemies.
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2.2.2 Traditions and Costume Every nation is distinguished by their traditions and costumes, and all nations around the globe have their distinctive traditions. There are many different kinds of costumes and traditions among the local Kurdish communities. Kurdish costumes are easily recognized everywhere. In the novel under study, costume and traditions are also shown as examples of conflict. It has been for centuries that the rulers and other opponent ethnic identities tried to wipe out the Kurdish traditions and impose other religious and cultural aspects, which are very different from the Kurdish tradition. It is evident that the Kurdish tradition could survive partially due to Arab and Islamic traditions, which overcame the Kurdish tradition.



Traditionally, Kurdish women wore colorful skirts and blouses. Men wore baggy, colorful pants with a plain shirt having very full sleeves, which were tied at the elbow. Bright-colored vests and sashes (often red) were worn over the shirt. A man wore a blue silk turban on his head, and often completed his costume with a dagger worn at the waist. Traditionally, nomadic Kurdish men shaved their heads and wore long moustaches. Women wore bright, colorful, heavily embroidered clothing. (Kurds 11)



As Kurdistan was divided amongst four countries, the Kurds willingly or unwillingly embraced the traditions of the countries they lived in; hence, a duality in traditions including forms of dressing came to exist. Though globalization has affected the way people dress in general, in countries where Kurds live, there are still restrictions on what one should wear. For- example in Iran, women must wear a cloth covering their hair and clothes. In Turkey, on the other hand, the government used to ban women from
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covering their hair in universities and public jobs, something that has changed a few years ago. Women there are required to wear more Western-style clothing. However, in Iraq, men wear woolen coats and vests, checkered head-scarves, and baggy pants. Women wear the Muslim-style dress, often with baggy trousers underneath. The traditional Kurdish shoe, the klash, is a soft crocheted moccasin with a flexible sole. (Kurds- Introduction, location, language …. 11).



In WMW, many images of repression have been shown by the author in the wake of those acts that are committed by the former Iraqi regime of Saddam Hussein against the Kurdish origins and traditions.



Kurdish costumes have been viewed positively and negatively. Many believe that Kurdish costume is full of pure human acts and some do not, they think that there are much backwardness in the Kurdish traditions and culture. Gharbi Mustafa gives more details about Kurdish Traditions:



At a Kurdish wedding party, the groom sits circled by male guests while the bride sits on the ground wearing a translucent veil surrounded by women guests. The bride should look somber and never smile during the celebration to show how sad she is to leave her parents. (Mustafa 54)



The writer indicates that the Kurdish people have a culture, as it shows the ethnic differences between the Kurds and the Arabs who live close to each other in many areas of Iraq and Syria. The differences in traditions and costume caused conflict. In the city of Kirkuk for instance, many young men literally avoided wearing Kurdish costumes, especially during the 1980s because they were easily targeted by regular patrol policemen whose daily job included arresting Kurds.
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Chapter Three Love in a Torn Land 3.1 Ethnic conflict The concept of Ethnic conflict in the novel is the main concept. The writer narrates the events of a Kurdish girl who falls in love with a Kurdish freedom fighter. The concept of Ethnic conflict and political struggle of the Kurds are linked throughout the entire novel. The novel focuses on the political and armed struggle of the Kurds especially in Southern Kurdistan annexed to Iraq. It deals with the displacement of people from their original locations. Moreover, love also occupies the entire novel. In other words, love and struggle are parallels.



Love in a Torn Land is a literary piece, which narrates the story of a Kurdish woman resulting in her displacement from the place she resides for good. We are told in the novel how Kurdish struggle for freedom continued for decades against the Iraqi ruling regimes. The novel studied in chapter two by a Kurdish author, who was a victim of the atrocities the Kurdish people faced, is viewed in the perspective of a Kurdish writer, but this one under study is from the perspective of a foreign writer from the USA who writes on Middle East conditions and the struggle of women. The novel is concerned mostly about Kurdish women‟s role in the struggle for freedom and self- determination. The struggle has changed the life of the character marrying a Kurdish Peshmarga. Jean Sasson points out her view about Kurds saying, “Before I began this book, I did not know what a Kurd was. But I came to admire the spirit of the Kurdish people and their unfathomable faith in their right to survive in the
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harsh environments of war, suppression, and genocide” (Sasson ). Sasson sheds light on the novel more by stating that Joanna's story is that of oppression, especially Muslim women, and the heartbreaking tales of torture with loss, along with warm sharing of people reaching out to comfort others. She says that the novel is a narrative of people‟s struggle to survive.



She adds that “against all odds, this brave woman survives,



determined to live the life she wanted, no matter the cost” (ibid). In LIATL, Joanna narrates different stories of Iraq-Iran war bombing in Baghdad and the struggle of the Kurds in the mountainous lands of Northern Iraq. She tells true stories she witnessed during the time of war and tension, the stories are all historical facts exposed in the novel: She applies this lesson as she listens for the shrill whistling resonance of shells or for the noisy roar of an airplane or helicopter engine while she is preparing a meager breakfast, often consisting only of rice. She manages narrow escapes in treacherous places, only to find herself in an area targeted for race-eliminating scourges. She may suffer the heartbreak of the loss of loved ones, is often on the brink of starvation, is poisoned and blinded by gas, but she never loses her spirit and will to survive. Even a poor shelter, crawling with scorpions, with no electricity, no running water, and no toilets, seems like heaven. (ibid) Ethnic conflict in (LIATL) seems very implicit. It is seen not always in the form of a conflict between Kurds and Arabs, but as a conflict between the regime and the Kurds. However, as the regime is literally an Arab government, and as the conflict mainly is centered on the Kurdish areas of Iraq, the conflict could be considered in ethnic terms. The atrocities that the Kurds faced in Kurdistan perpetrated by the regime, while the other parts of Iraq lived relatively in peace in the 1980s and earlier, attest to the above argument.
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3.2 Political & Armed Struggle The Kurdish people have done whatever needed to survive in a strangled area among the powerful states. However, Kurdish movements of nationalism have not succeeded in achieving their goal of independence except for the federal region of Iraqi Kurdistan which has been officially recognized as the Kurdistan Region since the topple of Saddam, though it succeeded in an uprising more than a decade earlier in 1991 to create a semi-independent entity. This semi-autonomous region was run with the will of the Kurds and the relative support of the international community until the removal of Saddam. Earlier, this region faced a terrible civil war.



In 1992, the KRG was



established, but it was economically besieged ( Hassanpour). Early in the novel, the main character makes it clear how the Kurds are being hated because of their identity. In a country where Kurds are hated, I am a Kurd. Although I was born and grew up in Baghdad, my heart belonged to Sulaimanya. Baghdad was the city of my Arab father, and Sulaimanya was the city of my Kurdish mother. (Sasson 7) The novel, starting with this paragraph indicates the reality of the Kurds in the eyes of the Arabs, which highlights this kind of conflict throughout the entire novel. Jean Sasson depicts the images of conflict rising to the climax with the shelling and bombing experienced by a woman who has spent most of her life in an Arab populated area. It shows the fact that the Kurds are hated; although, they live in the same country. This line, “In a country where Kurds are hated, I am a Kurd” (7) supports the arguments that there is conflict between the components of a state; particularly the Kurds and the Arabs. Politically speaking, this main component has been deprived of all their
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rights. They cannot practice their own customs and traditions freely. Despite all of that, they are even being eradicated as the rulers try to wipe out the Kurds and other minorities on their land in the framework of scorched land policy ( Sasson 1). The notorious Anfal campaign resulted in the eradication of more than 180,000 Kurds according to official documents. The Human Rights Watch Organization stated, in its 1993 comprehensive report on Anfal in Iraq, that at least 50,000 and possibly as many as 100,000 Kurds are estimated to have been killed at the hands of the Ba‟ath regime. However, since then, several sources have stated that as many as 182,000 or even more people were killed in that operation” (What Happened in the Kurdish Genocide). More than 4500 villages were burnt to the ground, and the campaign lasted for a decade especially during 1980s: The Anfal campaign represented a shift in the governmental measures to deal with dissent from forced displacement and Arabization to genocidal actions. During the village clearances of 1987–1988, the inhabitants of the north who took refuge in the Kurdish-controlled areas were all at risk of summary execution by government forces. (Gurses and Romano 41) As Romano and Gurses point out, ethnic conflict was widened by the Baathist regime to include other minorities such us the Turkmens, the Assyrians, and the Chaldeans. These non- Kurdish minorities were registered in 1987 as non- Arabs, hence automatically designated as Kurd”. The displacement policy also included them. Furthermore, the national census of October 17, 1987, which was conducted specifically to determine the target group for destruction, offered only two options for the registration of nationality: Arab or Kurdish. This was
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particularly problematic for the minorities who were largely based in Kurdistan such as the Assyrians, the Chaldean Christians, Turkomans, and Yezidis. (41) Those minorities who refused to register as Arabs were automatically designated as Kurds. When the Anfal campaign was launched, several months later, these minorities suffered the same fate as their Kurdish neighbors. The eradication policy represented here by the displacement process of the Kurds and other minorities show how the regime in Iraq tried to change the demography of the oil rich city of Kirkuk in the 1980s. “The Anfal campaign was essentially a manifestation of Baathist rule‟s perfection of the machine of authoritarianism in Iraq that was already established and consolidated by previous regimes to varying degrees” (47). Romano and Gurses shed light on the campaign outlining the result of that war crime: The campaign to wipe out all the non-Arab characteristics of the Kirkuk region, however, continued right up to the fall of Saddam Hussein‟s regime in April 2003. Between 1991 and up to May 2002, an estimated 120,000 Kurds, Turkmens, and Assyrians have been expelled to the Kurdish controlled Northern provinces, although other estimates place the figure closer to 140,000. (ibid) The hatred led to the devastation of a community and caused disintegration of many families who lost their loved ones, and many tragic stories resulted from the policy adopted by the ruling system. There are still stories told in Media of those little boys and girls, who were lost during the Baghdad campaign to wipe out Kurds, find their families especially those who were lost during the chemical bombardment of Halabja in 1988. For example, Zimnako Saleh (called Ali later by those who raised him in Iran) who is a
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boy and Maryam (a Girl), are two of the missed children who reunited with their families in two separate events shown live on television in August 2015. “Maryam was separated from her family in 1988, in the chaos of the Iran-Iraq war when Saddam Hussein's war jets carried out a gas attack against Halabja in northern Iraq. Through DNA testing, Maryam was finally reunited with her family” (Golpy). Media and official documents showed how “Zimnaco Saleh was reunited with his mother at a ceremony in Halabja, at the northeastern Kurdish village where they were separated in 1988, the young Iraqi man reunited with his mother in 20 years after being taken to Iran as an infant escaping the notorious Halabja chemical attack by Saddam Hussein's forces” (Boy who survived 1988 Halabja chemical attack…). This event of reunification was in 2009. Sasson‟s main character in Love in a Torn Land makes it clear that from her childhood, she clearly knew there was a conflict with the Arabs. I searched for the street once for a taxicab and caught sight of a group of young neighborhood bullies, a gang of four boys near to my own age who always took great pleasure ridiculing me for being a Kurd. When our eyes locked, they began to leap about on their bare feet, jeering laughter interspersed with hateful chants,” House of the Kurds! Kurd girl. (Sasson 11) The writer concentrates on the sidelines of ethnic clashes between two different nations. Here, it is clear when the character relates the stories and the ridicules made on her by the boys. It is obvious when little boys mock the girl, calling her the Kurd, as if it is a shame to be Kurdish. This means that politically an Arab ruling regime did whatever needed to create conflict between two different components. The words used by the boys mean that hatred is rooted even in little children who have been raised with such a kind of hatred. Moreover, the ruling system made
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strategies to exterminate the Kurds as it considered them a threat to the country. The two dominant ethnicities of Iraq have traditionally been Arabs in south and central Iraq, and Kurds in the north and northeast, particularly along the Iranian border; this mixture of ethnicity with different background along with different borders have resulted in clashes. Tom Head makes it clear that due to this existence, Saddam Hussein long viewed ethnic Kurds as a long-term threat to Iraq's survival, and the oppression and extermination of the Kurds was one of his administration's highest priorities (Head, par 8). He further explains: Hussein openly idolized the former Soviet premier Joseph Stalin, a man notable as much for his paranoia-induced execution sprees as anything else. In July 1978, Hussein had his government issue a memorandum decreeing that anyone whose ideas came into conflict with those of the Baath Party leadership would be subject to summary execution. Most, but certainly not all, of Hussein's targets were ethnic Kurds and Shiite Muslims. (8) The Kurds live inside a state in which torture and imprisonment have become a daily routine for the Kurds. This political strategy carried out by Saddam Hussein was to quell all Kurdish nationalism and to deny all their rights and long-awaited ambition to become a state. Jean Sasson tells many incidents throughout her novel to show such suffering: In 1962, the year I was born, my uncle was a student in Sulaimanyia when he was arrested simply for the crime of being a Kurdish. The torture he endured changed his life forever. Since that time, he had been unable to cope with life in the north, where his imprisonment and persecution had occurred….Kurds could be arrested on a whim. An Arab might report a Kurd for criticizing the
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regime, and even if the report was untrue, the Kurd would be automatically punished. (13-19) During Saddam‟s rule, especially in 1980s, Iraq‟s Kurdish communities faced many difficulties and led a harsh life. There are documents taken by the Kurds during the Gulf War and handed over to the non- governmental organization, the Human Rights Watch, which have provided much information about Saddam‟s persecution of the Kurds. The documents detail the arrest and execution in 1983 of 8,000 Kurdish males aged 13 and upwards. Amnesty International in 1985 drew attention to reports of hundreds more dead and missing, including the disappearance of 300 Kurdish children arrested in Sulaimaniya, of whom some were tortured and three died in custody (SADDAM HUSSEIN: crimes and human rights abuses 15) . Furthermore, oppression and political suppression of Kurds meant to destroy the will of a nation who tried to achieve their own goals. Jean Sasson, in the quote above, indicates how torture and punishment were a part of the Kurdish daily life. Life in the North of Iraq called Kurdistan was quite terrible because of the tensions risen in the area. Political and armed struggle blazed the tensions with Baghdad during the 1980s. Even the cities of North of Iraq (Kurdistan) witnessed many demonstrations and violence which led to killing, execution and the arrest of many Kurdish young men and women simply for expressing their opinion or for being Kurdish. These conflicts between the political and national ideologies became a source of insecurity and tensions in the whole region of Kurdistan. Many Kurdish young men and women were executed or taken to solitary confinement of the Baathist‟s prisons.
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Jean Sasson exposes the events of chemical bombardment of the Kurdish villages. Hence, she quotes Ali Hassan Al-Majeed known by Kurds as chemical Ali saying: I will kill them with chemical weapons, who is going to say anything? The international community? F…them! The international community and those who listen to them. (Sasson 203) She gives more details about the bombardment of the Kurdish villages and Peshmarga in her novel. Sufferings and Horrors in Saddam‟s Iraq takes endless forms. In 1987-88, Iraqi helicopters sprayed scores of Kurdish villages with a combination of chemical weapons. Scores of thousands of Kurds, most of them women and children, died in a horrible way. Some of those who survived, many were left blind or sterile , crippled with agonizing lung damage (Jacoby ). Torture and agony were a routine for the Kurds during Saddam‟s era. Those who survived in the chemical bombardments were tracked down and arrested, and many tortured to death in the military prisons. Jeff Jacoby points out about the suffering of Kurdish nationals. Jeff Jacoby explains more: More than 2,000 women and children were crammed into a room and given nothing to eat. When someone starved to death, the Iraqi guards demanded that the body be passed to them through a window in the door. Baban‟s six-year-old son grew very sick. “He knew he was dying. There was no medicine or doctor. He started to cry so much.” He died in his mother‟s lap. (ibid ) Those agonies and horrors were endless. According to Amnesty International, 30 different methods of torture were used in Iraq. They ranged from burning to electric
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shock, to rape. “Some governments go to great lengths to keep evidence of torture secret. Saddam‟s government tends to flaunt its tortures, leaving the broken bodies of its victims in the street or returning them, mangled and mutilated, to their families” (ibid). The armed and political struggle of the Kurds led to many catastrophic events in Iraqi Kurdistan as it paved the way for the Baghdad government to try quelling the movements and opposition voices. Baghdad did whatever needed to suppress the voices who struggled for their rights and to free their land. The whole strategy was to enclose the Kurds and make them believe they were part of Arab nation and Iraq. It was reiterated that the Baath power fought against all political movements. Supporting Jeff Jacoby‟s argument, Sasson refers to the same genocidal policy of Saddam Hussein saying, “Kurds were routinely targeted by the people in power in Baghdad, resulting in so many massacres of innocent people that it was virtually impossible to keep count” (34). Some of these massacres, the writer believes, can never be forgotten. She says, “But the massacre known as Martyrs Hills was the most haunting in modern memory” (34). She continues to shed lights more on the events: The Iraqi authority did not even try to hide that atrocity, but instead were proud of the massacre, inviting family members to see for themselves what happened to people who persisted to fight against central government. But the Kurds were not intimidated, in fact, the event had the opposite effect. (Sasson 35) The writer indicates the fact that massacres against the innocent people was something done to terrorize the people in order not to act against the wishes of
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Baghdad‟s regime. It shows that conflict has reached its climax resulting in crimes and mass-killings. One main reason behind these atrocities was that the Arabs and the ruling power did not recognize the existence of the Kurdish nation as a separate entity (ibid). The quotation above shows the reality that Baghdad‟s regime was not reluctant on the massacres committed in Kurdistan because the international community was on Baghdad‟s side that time and the international press had a limited role in covering those events. In the meantime, the struggle and uprising of the Kurds was another excuse for Saddam to suppress the Kurdish movement of nationalism. However, there were many other excuses for quelling the Kurdish movement, for example, the intrusion of neighboring countries into the land of Iraq through the Kurdish movements, became a pretext for accusing the political parties of treachery against their own government (ibid). In the 1980s, the Kurds faced a multitude of atrocities at the hands of Saddam Hussein‟s regime. Halabja, Anfal, and destruction of villages are outstanding examples. Concepts such as human rights and democracy came to be hamed after victims, the Martyrs Hill in Sulaimanyah being a notable example, Matien Khalid says: When Saddam and his Tikriti thugs seized power in the summer of 1979 from President Bakr, the nightmare of the Kurds became genocidal. Mass executions, torture, poison gas attacks, the shame of Halabja and Chemical Ali during the Anfal campaign in 1988, a chronicle of terror against the Kurdish people amid the silence of the Islamic world. Washington and London saw the dead children and women of Halabja, gassed to death like the victims of Auschwitz and Treblinka, but Iraq‟s oil and hatred for the Ayatollah‟s Iran more than compensated for 200,000 murdered Kurdish human beings. So the
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West and the Arab world embraced Iraq, tilted to Baghdad and sealed their conscience from the anguish of the Kurds. (Khalid, par. 7) Such atrocities are well documented by Sasson. The writer shows that conflict was between not only the regime and the Kurdish Peshmarga, it was between Arabs and Kurds in many instances. She believes that education for the Kurds was considered more dangerous than armed struggle. The following are other examples from the novel, which shows the events of the time as she states “That is when President Arif ordered his military to destroy Kurdish life. And it did it” ( Sasson 35) . and she continues to say: …thousands of ordinary people were butchered. Soon a conflagration of killing and destruction fanned across the Kurdish countryside: livestcock were shot, wells were poisoned, and houses were torched. (36) When it came to Kurds, the Iraqi Arab government policy had always been consistent: all Kurds are danger, but a Kurd with a pen is even more dangerous….His only crime had been to be a Kurd. (37) The government was in alert to arrest those who would stand against the will of the ruling party. The security units were very active in tracking down those who were called the perpetrators. Many clashes erupted between the rebels and the government. The clashes reflected Baghdad‟s policy of carrying out the agenda of the Ba‟th Party. Sasson points out another nasty fact as Arabs used to spy on the Peshmarga families. The following day we were awakened to news about the truth of previous night‟s attack. The battle we had heard waged between the Iraqi army and the peshmarga revolved the three beautiful sisters we had seen selling jewelry at
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the market. A nest of Arab spies in the city had notified the Iraqi security about their romance with Peshmargas…the beautiful brides –to- be were used as bait to draw in their three handsome Peshmarga fiancés. (51) The armed struggle continued for decades, many died in that conflict. There was bilateral agreement between the parties to resolve their differences and go forward with the resolution of the Kurdish issue in Iraq. In addition, other countries for their own benefit made huge efforts to either defeat the Kurdish cause or resolve it in a way that would not affect their interests. Armed as well as political struggle were the only ways to achieve the rights of the Kurds (ibid). Sasson documents this as an upheaval in Kurdish struggle, “In 1970, the Iraqi government finally concluded that it must negotiate with the Kurds. It was militarily defeating Iraqis in northern front. An agreement was reached, that granted Kurdish autonomy” (57). The amendment to the constitution stated that the Iraqi people were made up of two nationalities, the Arabs and the Kurds. From that time, we were given the right to support Kurdish parties. But in reality, the Iraqi government broke the agreement from the first moment it was signed. Kurds who took their newly granted civil liberties seriously were targeted for imprisonment and worse. In their naivete, many Kurds had since been murdered for showing their support for Kurdish leaders. (ibid) The writer refers to the historic March 1970 agreement, which was violated later by the Iraqi government. The quotation above explains how the Kurds had impact on Baghdad bringing the central government to the table with their armed struggle in
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southern Kurdistan. The autonomy was given to certain governorates of Iraqi Kurdistan except Kirkuk. The governments always broke their promises when it came to the resolution of the Kurdish issue. Sasson states that the agreement was only a tactic to discover those who were supporters for the Kurdish issue. Hiltermann agrees with the facts reflected in Sasson‟s novel stating: Iraqi forces swept through the abandoned Kurdish countryside, destroying any structure they found left standing and detaining (and killing) the odd shepherd and any other stragglers. The regime also razed to the ground several towns, including Halabja, placing their inhabitants in “complexes” (mujamma’aat), far from their lands and employment opportunities, and providing only the most basic services. ( ibid) Despite the fact that the government declared an amnesty for the Peshmergas, Hiltermann points out that, the government continued its policy of displacing Kurds. He states: It had truly succeeded in “draining the swamp.” When it declared a one-month amnesty in September 1988, it did so to ease tensions by allowing refugees to return from Turkey and Iran, but its policy toward the Kurds, and their prohibited countryside, remained firmly in place, with further destruction of villages and towns until the 1990 Kuwait invasion. (ibid)



3.3 Identity and Displacement Displacement in Love in a Torn Land could be allegorically handled. It is focused on the displacement of one person due to the political and armed struggle, who
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could be a representative for a nation who suffered the utmost to survive in a war torn land, which brings to life a novel such as LIATL. Displacement is widely seen in this literary context within the characters going from one place to another in order to survive the tensions engulfed due to differences in identity and due to the ongoing political and armed struggle. There are many examples of displacement and identity clashes spotted in the novel. Joanna, the main character of novel who is also the narrator says: Although, Mother and I were the only two members of our family who routinely wore traditional Kurdish costumes, on that day all of us were wearing our best Kurdish clothes….To be friendly, Mother offered the Arab children some of our date cookies. But their parents reacted as though the cookies were poisoned. They yanked on the hands of their children, telling Mother a curt, “La!La!” meaning “No! No!”. (Sasson 17) The difference in identity of the two nations was a major reason behind more clashes, as power balance had become a central conflict. The writer hints at an ethnic clash among ordinary people, however, power played a role in separating the Iraqi nationals with different cultural background from each other. The lines reiterate the fact that some Arabs considered the people from mountains and with different costumes as an enemy when he mentions the word, poison. It shows how costumes and traditional dress were enough to show that the conflict existed simply because the family lived in an Arab populated area, Baghdad. Kurdish national identity, similar to all other nations, has historical and ethnic roots, even if such roots happen to be constructed or fictive (Sheyholislami 54). Commenting on the Kurdish identity, Sheyholislami points out how language, culture and origins differentiated the Kurds from their neighbors.
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The construction of a modern Kurdish national identity has depended on the appropriation of ethnic and historical origins such as language, culture, and territory, coupled with newly created nationalist symbols, and finally by political claims to modern values such as sovereignty and the right to selfdetermination. In addition to these characteristics, which aim at in-group solidarity, Kurdish identity has also born differences from other identities. However, a strong collective Kurdish national identity is yet to form. (54) The problem of identity is a major issue among the power states in the Middle East. Any independent nation, with variety of cultural differences with others is difficult to be ruled by other nations; especially when totalitarian powers rule it. The ruling powers have denied the cultural and traditional differences of the Kurdish people. They have tried hard to fragment the Kurdish identity in order that the Kurds may forcibly assimilate into the Arab identity (ibid). As seen in Gharbi‟s novel in the second chapter, Sasson indicates how the Kurds are forbidden to practice their own traditions, and even to speak their language: ….I overheard my Mother say he was going to visit with some Kurdish student activists who wrote and distributed pamphlets pressing for Kurdistan to be free from foreign Arab rule, for the Arabs forbade us speaking our language, learing our history, singing our songs, and quoting our poetry. (Sasson 39) The Abolition of the Kurdish Identity: There were many attempts intermittently during Saddam‟s rule to change the Kurdish identity. However, this blazed more conflict between both the Kurds and the Arab ruling power. For example, in Sulaimanya and other cities of Kurdistan, when Nawroz came and fire was made as a traditional Kurdish ritual for Nawroz, the security was on alert to break down any rising that might occur in
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the city. They did not allow anyone to make fire; either he/she would be arrested or tracked down. It was a fact that Baghdad tried to wipe out the Kurdish identity in any way possible because it took it as a threat on Baghdad (ibid). There were other policies practiced to deform the Kurdish identity. Saddam‟s power tried to fragment the Kurdish community and their identity as they were behind clashes between the cities. Moreover, Baath party destroyed the Kurdish villages and gathered their populations in the so-called forced communities. These made an impact on the Kurdish community, and they negatively affected the Kurdish culture. The majority of scholars of Kurds and Kurdistan, despite their differences on many historical, political, and theoretical issues, agree at least on one point: Kurdish identity is deeply fragmented. Notwithstanding the oppression imposed by the states, it has been suggested that the formation of a strong collective Kurdish identity has for the most part suffered from internal fragmentations: territorial, cultural, linguistic, and political. (Sheyholislami 55) Edward Wong also touches upon the fact that displacement of Kurds from their own land was a campaign meant to eradicate the Kurdish identity. In the years preceding Anfal, Kurds in villages near Iran were forced to abandon their homes. Those areas were labeled "prohibited," and anyone living there was deemed to be an Iranian agent or saboteur. The Anfal campaign was undertaken to eradicate those who had moved back to or remained in the prohibited areas. (Wong 20) The regime in Baghdad carried out a brutal campaign against the Kurds in northern Iraq “Kurdistan” in order to wipe out the identity of the Kurds. No one at that time did care about what was happening to the Kurds ranging from mass murdering, displacement, bombing with chemical weapons and other means of genocide.
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Then, the international community did not raise its voice on the massacres the Kurds faced. However, internal resistance by the political parties stopped the campaign in certain areas. However, they also had become an excuse for attacking the locals and innocent people in the villages, sub districts and districts. Agreeing to the ideas raised by both (Wong and Sheyholislami) earlier, Sasson states: Often I ask myself, where is the rest of the world? Is there anyone out there who knows what is happening to the Kurds? Does anyone know, or care, that Baghdad has been murdering innocent Kurdish citizens for decades? Or that their sport for our sport is increasing? Does anyone know that Arabs are taught that Kurds are animals, and they are encouraged to rob and beat and murder us? Does the world know that the government in Baghdad has been emptying entire villages of Kurds, taking the men away to only God knows where, and shipping the women, children, and elderly men to live in refugee camps in the south? Does the world know that Arabs are moved into our homes, and appropriate our livelihoods?. (201) Almost 182000 innocent people were buried alive in the deserts of mid and South of Iraq including many women and children. It was documented later on. When Saddam was toppled down, hundreds of mass graves were found filled with bodies of Kurdish people with their clothes, either buried alive or shot dead. Moreover, the Arabs mostly confiscated the lands that the regime emptied from the Kurds. This policy led to more clashes and ethnic conflict in the Kurdish territories. Shafeeq Ghabra explicitly states that the reason behind what happened was the ethnic differences. The Arabization policy is one of the best examples of this conflict. “In 1997, a report by the United Nations secretary general stated that more than 500,000 Kurds were "internally displaced in the three northern Kurdish provinces” Ghabra says:
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The Iraqi government has regularly used deportation and Arabization policies to oppress the Kurds. For example, it deported the Kurds to other parts of Iraq, confiscating their land and property, then replacing them with Arabs less likely to resist the regime's methods. Thousands of the deported Kurds live in tents or have no shelter at all. (17 ) Due to lack of communication means, and the fact that the Iraqi regime worked on fragmenting the Kurds through displacement and re-location of thousands in compulsory compounds, the government almost succeeded in disuniting the Kurds; a blow to the Kurdish identity in this regard, Jaffer Sheyholislami states: Kurds had no means to communicate with each other sufficiently; they lacked a collective identity even in Iraqi Kurdistan, let alone across the borders of four nation-states. To have a collective identity requires having not only the means of articulating it (Billig, 1995), but also communicating it dialogically among the members of a prospective community.16 Kurds could not enjoy this communication for almost a century; their identities remained greatly fragmented. (4) Ali Hassan Al-Majeed, Saddam‟s cousin was a constant threat to the Kurds. In a tape-recorded, he says: “I went to Sulaimanya and hit them with the special ammunition”.



He



continues to say in the tape, “ I continue the deportations as the same time I told our contacts in the Kurdish villages that I could not let their villages survive, because I will attack them with chemical weapons. They said they loved their villages. I told them “then you and your families will die. You must leave right now”. (Sasson 203)
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The author explains more in the text as the events intensifies throughout the series of tensions engulfs the region: The Baathists were becoming even more brutal with the Kurds in Kurdistan. Violence was escalating in our torn land, with government raids, sieges, and the murder of many innocent Kurds. ( 92) After Saddam Hussein was removed, discovering mass graves became a common phenomenon. Tens of mass graves in the south of Iraq were exhumed and through the remnant of the bodies and the torn clothes, Kurdish costumes mainly, and IDs of the victims, they have all been of murdered Kurds in the 1980s. These mass grave discoveries, every now and then, are reported on Al-Arabiya news channels. Ruwayda Mustafa says:



In 2011 Iraqi authorities uncovered a mass grave in the central city of Diwaniyah which are believed to be corpses of Kurds who were killed under Saddam Hussein's rule. Human Rights Watch and other organisations have reported instances of torture, murder, rape, abductions, deportations, forced disappearances, assassinations and genocide of Kurdish people under Saddam Hussein's regime. (ibid)



During the 1980-1988 war with Iran, Kurds were the main opposition to Saddam. This was an excuse for the regime to kill thousands of them, or force them into exile. The number of those killed remains unknown, but some estimate that somewhere between 300,000 and 1.3 million were killed during this period (ibid).



Arabization was not the only factor behind the displacement of the Kurds. The fight between the regime and the Peshmargas in the villages was another factor
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especially in the 1980s. Joanna narrates the events explaining what happened to them when they were in the mountains and in the villages. Joanna and her husband along with Peshmarga fighters of PUK were bombed with chemical weapons in Bergalou village in 1987 where they had to resort to other places of Kurdistan. The bombing and shelling caused many deaths and injuries along with a severe damage to the facilities‟ and homes of the fighters in those areas. Jean Sasson‟s metaphorical words attest to her love of the Kurds. She depicts them as “pearls”. Her metaphorical description however indicates how there were attempts to disintegrate the Kurdish identity by force. Joanna states: When I asked around, I was told that most of the fighters were remaining behind to defend Bergalou, at least until a new location for the radio station was established. Looking around, I felt incredibly sad, thinking that once bounded unit of Bergalou inhabitants would soon be broken necklace, scattered like loose pearls throughout Kurdistan. (232) The description above explains that fact Joanna‟s feeling was correct about what would happen to the villages. Due to the constant conflict going in the Kurdish region, the regime under the pretext of controlling the areas forced the Kurdish villagers to leave their homes and resettled them in other areas. This did not only affect the armed and political movements of Kurdistan at that time but also declined the economy and culture of Kurdish people. “On 3 June 1987 the Iraqi proconsul signed a personal directive, numbered 28/3650, declaring a zone that contained over a thousand Kurdish villages to be a prohibited area, from which all human and animal life was to be eradicated” (Nezan). The author sheds light more on the destruction and says:
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It is totally prohibited for any foodstuffs or persons or machinery to reach the villages that have been banned for security reasons,” the directive stated. “Concerning the harvest, it must be finished before 15 July and, after this year, farming will not be authorized in this region…. The armed forces must kill any human being or animal present within these areas. (ibid)



During the mid-1970s, the northern governorates of Ninava and Duhok witnessed destructive campaigns. In 1977-1978, in response to the 1975 Algiers Agreement, Iraq began clearing swaths of land along its northern border with Iran. During the first waves of clearances, residents were given five days to leave their homes and as many as thousands of villages were destroyed, mostly in the Sulaymaniyah governorate. In the spring of 1987, Ali Hassan al-Majid instructed, "no house was to be left standing" in the Kurdish villages of the Erbil plain. Only Arab villages would be spared (Kurdish villages destroyed …).



Jean Sasson states that there are many ethnic clashes or conflicts between both Arabs and the Kurds. Although the writer was not an eyewitness herself of the events but the protagonist, (Joanna) witnessed most of the events that happened; especially during the 1980s. Often I ask myself, where is the rest of the world? Is there anyone out there who knows what is happening to the Kurds? Does anyone know, or care, that Baghdad has been murdering innocent Kurdish citizens for decades? Or that their sport for our blood is increasing? Does anyone know that Arabs are taught that Kurds are animals, and they are encouraged to rob and beat and murder us?
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Does the world know that the government in Baghdad has been emptying entire villages of Kurd. (Sasson 201) The writer tells about a neglected nation, that suffered a lot under the successive regimes of Baghdad. These questions express the feelings and the agony of Joanna who blames the international community for being silent about the massacres Kurds suffered under different forms of crucifixion. It is clear that one of the main reasons behind such conflicts is the policy adopted by the state powers a century ago, which annexed these nations with other nations within the borders of several artificial countries. Sofia Barbarani states that “Twenty-six years have passed since Saddam Hussein's campaign of mass killings against the Kurds in northern Iraq. Yet to date, no governments except for Iraq's have officially recognized the campaign as constituting genocide”.



The extent to which Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's Britain was responsible for arming Saddam's Iraq was revealed in 2011, when secret government files from 1981 were made public. The documents show Thatcher's approval of large military contracts with Iraq and her turning a blind eye to ongoing private sales of allegedly "non-lethal" military equipment. According to the documents, she sought to "exploit Iraq's potentialities as a promising market for the sale of defence equipment". ( Barbarani) Sofia further highlights on the conditions of the Kurds saying that “by the end of the 1980s, Baghdad had acquired a massive arsenal - enabling it to hold its own
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against Iran and launch offensive operations such as al-Anfal. She quotes a Kurdish activist saying: "Tragically, governments from all around the world turned a blind eye to the heinous acts that Saddam was committing against the Kurds," said Zahawi. (Barbarani) Sasson also documents these questions which each refer to a massacre or agony the Kurds went through during Saddam‟s Era. Joanna narrates the memories she had while Saddam was in power. She explains why Saddam denied the Kurds certain protection tools especially when Iraq was in war with Iran. To my mind, it was terrible that every person in Kurdistan did not possess a gas mask. Bust Saddam had made it a crime for Kurds to own gas masks, and now I knew why. (243) Using forbidden weapons against the Kurds is another fact of an ethnic cleansing campaign carried out at the hands of Baath regime.



Love in a Torn Land, thus, carries so many examples from real history of the Kurds. In fact, the author seems to have written a historical novel as all the atrocities the Kurds went through are well- documented in the novel. Attempts at eradicating the Kurdish identity through displacement and destructions of the villages, capturing and killing with no fair trials, are not only fictitious examples from the novel; they were actually the daily routine events the Kurds saw under Saddam‟s regime.
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Conclusion When two cultures meet, one could have a third culture born provided that they both accept each other‟s differences, strengths and weaknesses. However, when either one of them is rejected by the other, the result is an ethnic conflict.



Rejecting the Kurds as partners in Iraq by the Arab regimes has led to longlasting conflict in Iraq. This conflict is reflected in When Mountains Weep and Love in a Torn Land through the writers‟ treatment of concepts such as, displacement of the Kurds, armed and political struggle for their rights. The cultural differences between Arabs and Kurds have also been treated by the novelists as examples of ethnic conflict. It is clear that both Kurdish and foreign perspectives on the Kurdish issue in Iraq is very similar as both novels share common themes, mainly the persecution of a minority nation (Kurds) at the hands of a majority nation (Arabs) because of ethnic differences



When Mountains Weep and Love in a Torn Land both show the suffering of the Kurds at the hands of the successive Iraqi regimes. Such suffering takes different forms such as displacement, rejection, confiscation of lands, and even genocide. While the first novel can be dealt with in autobiographical terms, as the writer relates events that happened to himself when he lived in Kurdistan, the second novel can be dealt with in allegorical terms because the life events of the main female character document a series of real historical events that almost all the Kurds went through for decades. When both novels are analyzed, the readers, especially the Kurds, feel that they are not in the presence of fiction; they would rather feel that they are reading the real dark chapters of the Kurdish history under the Baath regime.
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Abstract in Kurdish



ثوختة



مونالىيَى ىةذادى بة يةكيَم هة كيَشة سةزةكييةكاىى ىاوضةكة دادةىسيَت كة ذاٌ و ىةٍامةتى بؤ ضةىد طسوثيَلى ديازيلساوى ىةتةوةيى خوهَقاىدوة هة خؤزٍةالَتى ىاوةزِاستدا ,بة تايبةتسيش كوزدةكاٌ كة طةوزةتسيً ىةتةوةى بىَ دةوهَةتً .كوزدةكاٌ هةسةز دةستى زذيَنة يةن هة دوا يةكةكاىى عيَساق بؤ ماوةى شياتس هة ىيو سةدة تاالَوى شوهَه و سةزكوتلسدىياٌ ضةشتووة. تويَرييةوةكة مونالىيَى ىةذاديى و ئةجنامةكاىى شيدةكاتةوة كة بةٍؤى ئةو بازودؤخاىةى كة كوزدةكاٌ ثيَياىدا طوشةزياٌ كسدوة دزوست بوة .بؤ ئةو مةبةستةش دوو زؤماٌ هةاليةٌ تويَرةزةوة برازدة كساوٌ و شيلساوىةتةوة .ئةو تويَرييةوةية هة سىَ بةش ثيَم ديَت, بةشى يةكةو ثيَشةكييةن هةخؤ دةطسيَت هةبازةى كوزدةكاٌ و خةباتياٌ هة سةدةى زابسدوودا كة تيايدا ئةوة خساوةتة زوو كة ضؤٌ مونالىيَى ىةذادى كازيلسدؤتة سةز ذياىى كوزدةكاىى عيَساق هة زووى سياسيى و ئابووزيى و كؤمةالَيةتييةوة. بةشى دوةميش تةزخاىلساوة بؤ زؤماىى يةكةو ,بة ىاوىيشاىى ( كاتيَم كيَوةكاٌ دةطسيً) كة هةاليةٌ غةزبى مستةفا ( - 1968



) ىوسساوة  ,ئةو ىوسةزيَلى كوزدة كة شايةحتاهَى شؤزبةى شؤزى



ئةو زووداواىة بوة كة هة زؤماىةكةدا طيَسِدزاوةىةتةوة .ئةوةىدةى تويَرةز ئاطادازة  ,بؤ يةكةو جازة ئةو زؤماىة تويَرييةوةى ئةكادميى هةسةز دةكسيَت .بريؤكةى جيََةهَلةىبوٌ و ىاسيامة هةو تويَرييةوةيةدا طفتوطؤى هةبازةوة دةكسيَت و شؤزيَم هة ئةجنامةكاٌ ئةوة ىيشاىدةدةٌ كة كوزدةكاٌ ىةٍامةتى شؤزياٌ ضةشتوة بةدةستى زذيَنة يةن هةدوا يةكةكاىى عيَساق. بةشى سيَيةو شيلسدىةوة و هيَلؤهَييةوةى زؤماىى دوةو هةخؤ دةطسيَت بةىاوىيشاىى ( خؤشةويستى هة ىيشتناىيَلى ثةزتبوودا ) كة هةاليةٌ ذاٌ ساسؤٌ ( - 8591 زؤماىيوسيَلى ئةمسيليية كة ضاالكواىيَلى ذىاىة و



) ىوسساوة  ,ساسؤٌ ىوسةز و



شؤزبةى ىوسييةكاىى دةزبازةى كةميية



ىةتةوةييةكاىى خؤزٍةالَتى ىاوةزِاستة .ساسؤٌ ضريؤكى ذىة شةزِكةزيَلى ئاشادخيواش دةطيَسِيَتةوة كة
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زووبةزِووى ئاستةىطةكاىى ذياٌ دةبيَتةوة بةٍؤى ٍاوسةزيَتى كسدٌ هةطةلَ ثيَشنةزطةيةن .ضةىديً ويَيايى كيَشةى مونالىيَى ىةذادى و ىاسيامة هة زؤماىةكةدا شويَيى طستوة كة دةبيَتة ٍؤى مونالىيَى بةزدةواو هة ىيَواٌ عةزةبى حلومسِاٌ و كوزدةكاٌ .ئةوةى هةو تويَرييةوةيةدا طفتوطؤى هةبازةوة كساوة دةزئةجنامةكاىى ئةو مونالىيَيةٌ كة بةٍؤى جياواشى كةهتوزى و ىةذادى ٍةزدوو ىةتةوةكة دزوست بوة.
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Abstract in Arabic



ملخص البحح ال شم يف أٌ الصزاع العزقٕ ٓعد مً املشاكل الزٜٔض٘ يف امليطكّ٘ ،الذٖ دَلـَب مصاٜب ّ ّٓالت جملنْع٘ معٔي٘ مً األقْاو يف الشزق األّصطّ ،خباص٘ اللُزد الذًٓ ٓعدٌّ مً أكرب الكْمٔات مً دٌّ دّل٘ قْمٔ٘ .حٔح عاى - ٙأٖ اللزد  -األمزًّٓ ألكجز مً ىصف قزٌ علٓ ٙد األىظن٘ املتعاقب٘ يف العزاق ،دزا ٛصٔاص٘ الكنع ّاالصتبداد اليت كاىت دباٍَه. ّٓتضنً ٍذا البحح ثالث٘ فصْل  ,الفصل االّل فٔتياّل بالتحلٔل ّ الدراص٘ الصزاع العزقٕ ّآثارِ ّىتاٜذُّ ،الظزّف اليت مزّ ّميزّ بَا الشعب اللزدٖ بضببُ،كنا َٓدف البحح إىل عزض ّإظَار حكٔك٘ كٔف أٌ للصزاع العزقٕ دّراً مَناً ّتأثرياً كبرياً يف حٔاٗ اللزد عل ٙالصعٔد الضٔاصٕ ّاالقتصادٖ ّاالدتناعٕ. ّالفصل الجاىٕ عبارٗ عً دراص٘ ذبلٔلٔ٘ صآلْلْدٔ٘ لزّآ٘ (عيدما تبلٕ اجلبال) لللاتب اللزدٖ غزبٕ مصطف-8691( ٙ



) ،حٔح كاٌ املؤلف شاٍد عٔاٌ للجري مً األحداخ



الزآّّ٘ .حبضب اطالع الباحح مل ٓكه أحد بإدزا ٛدراص٘ أكادمئ٘ عً ٍذِ الزّآ٘ أّ باألخزٚ ٍٕ املزّٗ األّىل اليت دبز ٚفَٔا دراص٘ أكادمئ٘ عيَا. ّأمّا الفصل الجالح ّ االخري فَْ دراص٘ لزّآ٘ (احلب يف ّطً مُـذشّّ )ٛاليت أُلـِّفت مً قبل اللاتب٘ األمزٓلٔ٘ داٌ صاصٌْ ( - 8691



) ٍّٕ ىاشط٘ يف جمال املزأّٗ ،تتنحْر غالبٔ٘



كتاباتَا حْل األقلٔات الكْمٔ٘ يف الشزق األّصط. ٍذا ّتتحدخ (صاصٌْ) يف رّآتَا عً امزأٗ ثْرٓ٘ مياضل٘ ٍّٕ تْادُ احلٔاٗ الصعب٘ دزّاٛ سّادَا مً أحد أفزاد البٔشنزك٘ .تُصِّْر ٍذِ الزّآ٘ اللجري مً اآلثار ّاملشاكل اليامج٘ عً الصزاعات العزقٔ٘ بني اللزد ّاحللاو العزب. ّعلُٔ ٓتياّل ٍذا البحح ىتاٜر تلم الصزاعات ّ آثارٍا اليت دزت بضب اختالف الجكاف٘ ّاهلْٓ٘ ّالعزق بني الكْمٔتني.



حلومةتى يةزيَمى كوزدضتاى – عيَساق وةشازةتى خويَهدنى باالَ و تويَريهةوةى شانطتى شانلؤى ضويَمانى فاكةهَتى شانطتة مسؤظايةتييةكاى ضلوهَى شماى



مومالنيَى نةذاديى هة كاتيَم كيَوةكاى دةطسيو & خؤشةويطتى هة نيشتمانيَليى ثةزتبوو دا ئةم ماضتةزنامةية ثيَشلةشلساوة بة ئةجنومةنى ضلوهَى شماى هة شانلؤى ضويَمانى وةن بةشيَم هة ثيَداويطتييةكانى ثيَدانى ثوةى ماضتةز هة ئةدةبى ئيهطويصي هةاليةى دانا حةميد مةمحود بةضةزثةزشتى د .ضاماى حوضيَو عومةز



October 2015 A.D.



Galarezan 2715 K



حكومة إقلٌم كردستان وزارة التعلٌم العالً والبحث العلمً جامعة السلٌمانٌة فاكلتً العلوم االنسانٌة سكول اللغات



الصراع العرقً فً عندما تبكً الجبال & الحب فً وطن ُم ّ ـجزء



رسالة ماجستٌر مقدمة الى مجلس سكول اللغات فً جامعة السلٌمانٌة كجزء من متطلبات نٌل شهادة الماجستٌر فً األدب االنكلٌزي



من قبل دانا حمٌد محمود إشراف د .سامان حسٌن عمر
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